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Abstract 

Two integrating techniques and topologies for fiber optic network systems such as RoF 

and FTTH have been studied and presented in this project. Two digital signals with 

data rate 622Mb/s and 1.25Gb/s are considered as the two service signals to be hybrid. 

Both signals are first modulated in electrical domain by 25GHz and 5GHz sinusoidal 

sub carriers respectively, in order to give them enough spectral separation. Two archi

tectures have been studied to modulate the optical carrier with these two service signals. 

The first model is to sum the two service signals in the electric domain and use a single 

leg Mach Zender Modulator (JlvlZM) to modulate the optical carrier with the electrical 

message signal. In the second case, the two service signals are first sent to a two leg 

MZM and separately modulate the light wave carrier, then the two emerging light wave 

signals mix at the other end of the Y branch of the MZM. The mathematical equations 

that represent the function of the two kinds of MZM have been formulated. Simulations 

of the integration of the two hybrid services have been made in MATLAB-Simulink en

vironment and the results are shown. The developed mathematical models are used to 

represent the MZMs in the MATLAB program. Detector models for each architecture 

have been developed in order to evaluated the SNR and compare performance using 

Bit Error Rate (BER). The BER plots for different input setup have been plotted and 

presented in this project. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview of Optical Fiber Communications 

The technological advancement in communications has made human life more comfort

able. People have been applying the available communication means to facilitate their 

life and performing different activities they pursue. However, the expansion of current 

day communication network coverage and the orientation of more and more consumers 

to different kinds of services impose a series of challenges in providing a reliable and cost 

effective service. The provision of triple play( voice, data, video) in the communication 

network demanded a larger informat.ion exchange rate in both uplink and downlink 

directions. The increasingly large demand for high rate information exchange required 

service providers and researcher to look for advanced technique that can increase the 

bandwidth capacities of the networks as well as the devices connected. With regard 

to high band width capacity, fiber optic channels received the highest consideration. 

Lately, large amount of resource and effort has been directed towards its development 

and deployment. 

Optical communication systems attracted intensive interest since the early research 

proposed on dielectric surface waveguide for optical frequencies by Kao and Hockham 

in 1966(19]. Especially in the last three decades optical communication system has been 

progressed tremendously. There are three distinguished generations for the development 

of fiber optic communications. Each generation is identified by the window of carrier 

light wavelength. In the early 1980's, 800nm window wave length has been deployed. 

1 



1.1. OVERVIEW OF FIBER-OPTICS CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
.~---

With multimode optical fiber (MMF), the transmission capacity at this stage was up 

to 45Mbits/sec [19]. Silica-based optical fibers with lower attenuation and window of 

wavelength 1300nm constitute the second generation. Its optical fiber has a capacity 

of data transfer rate up to 1.7 Gbits/sec. It has improved the chromatic dispersion to 

be near zero and distance between consecutive repeaters raised to about 50Km [19]. 

In the 1990's the third generation optical fiber communication has been evolved with 

1550nm wavelength window. At the beginning, this system was capable of carrying a 

data transmission rate of 2.5 Gbits/sec and also raised the distance between adjacent 

spacers to 60-70Km [19]. In the early stages the generation of the optical carrier signal 

is mainly by semiconductor laser sources, and both direct modulation and detection 

has been taking place. 
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Figure 1.1: Historical development of the three generations and wavelength line windows 
versus attenuation graph for optical fiber [37}. 

The invention of ED FA (Erbium-doped Fiber Amplifier) has been huge lap for fiber 

optic communication. EDFA could be able to provide at least a 20dB optical gain. 
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1.2. FIBER TO THE HOME CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to such a large gain from EDFA optical loss is no more an issue in the transmis

sion system. \VDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) and D\VDM (Dense-\VDM) 

are subsequently developed technique which enabled multiple of 10 Gb/s data signals 

to be transmitted in a single channel. Current day optical communication systems is 

sometimes referred to as the fifth generation and have a capacity of data transmission 

rate up to a few Tbls (Terabit per second)[19]. 

1.2 Fiber To The Horne (FTTH) 

FTTH is one of the applications of fiber optic communication system. In FTTH the 

optical fiber line extends from the central station of the service provider to buildings of 

the work place or at the wall of subscriber home. Once the optical signal arrived at the 

junction boxes near the home, the message can be further transmitted by several other 

means such as coaxial cable, twisted wire pair or radio means. FTTH is the extension of 

the earlier fiber optic system deployments such as Fiber To The Curb (FTTC), Fiber To 

The Premises (FTTP) and Fiber To The Building (FTTB). Traditionally the baseband 

signals such as cable TV) home phone and internet service have been provided with 

copper means such as coaxial cable or twisted wire pair. With extended services and 

increasingly high demand of the tripe plays these traditional channels could no longer 

support the data rate requirements of users. In order to make use of large band width 

capability of optical fiber, basebands services of cable TV, internet and home phone 

are now provided by fiber optic networks through Fiber- to-the-home (FTTH) system. 

1.3 Radio over Fiber (RoF) 

With the expansion of wireless services, network providers and researchers have shown 

growing interest in developing broadband systems which is sufficient to deliver data 

rate for various kinds of services they support. Specially, the provision of wireless 

internet and wireless communications made the traditional radio system incapable of 

coping with the ever growing demands of users in the wireless domain. Radio-over

Fiber (RoF) provided the opportunity of increased bandwidth and extended coverage 
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1.3. RADIO OVER FIBER (ROF) 
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Lead-in Poin t 

Fib reflo lY A erial C losu re 

Figure 1.2: Example of Fiber-To-Th -Home sy tern [38]. 

of wireless services over a larger and obstructed ar a. 

RoF becom anot her inter sting applicat ion technique of fiber optics by which the 

radio ignal is used to mod ulate light wave to be arr ied on through optical fiber sys

tem. T he signal transmission is done through a guided opt ical fiber instead of open air 

wireless media. T his technique facili tates wirel ss access and help in realizing seamless 

wireless communicat ion by providing better dis t ri but ion of microwave and millimeter 

wave to far dest inations t. hrough t he optical link. Even thol.wh t h radio signal could 

be mod ulated and carried through optical link for several purposes su h as cable tele

vision , or satelli te bas stat ion , we sp cifically refer RoF when the op tical link is used 

for "vireless acce s. 

In order to tak the advantage of sharing the opt ical resource for FTTH and RoF 

and make use of t he full optical spect.ra obtained by vVDM (wavelength division mul

t iplexing), several inLegrating and interleaving techniques have been dev loped and 
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Figure 1.3: Basic layout of Radio over Fiber (RoF) system 

suggested for RoF and FTTH. However, these interleaving techniques require improved 

modulation, transmission and switching capabilities of the devices and channels in

volved. 

1.4 Contribution 

Motivated by the integration techniques of RoF and FTTH, this project is conceived 

and developed to contribute additional information and idea in the integration of two 

optical fiber based services. In this paper, different technologies and topologies have 

been investigated for the operating principles and performance of different parts of the 

network which are used for integrating RoF and FTTH. The project is organized in 

such a way that it consists of several tasks. The primary task is to setup, develop and 

perform simulation that can represent the integration of two optical fiber based systems 

such as ReF and FTTH. Moreover, the project constitutes developing a mathematical 

model that can represent some important devices and processes which constitute hybrid 

optical network. Some additional tasks are performed in order to be able to produce 

alternative modeling architectures for hybrid fiber optic network in order to compare 
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CONTRIBUTION CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

and contrast their performance parameters. Generally, the project aimed to meet two 

goals. First goal is to set up and formulate a mathematical model as well as a simula

tion scheme that can represent the integration of two optical fiber based services. The 

second goal is to develop some alternative models and compare the advantages of one 

over the other. 

The simulation is done in MATLAB-Simulink software environment. Simulink is 

used in its capacity to simulate different signal sources, signal mixing, filtering and 

other electrical domain based simulation processes. The simulation of the optical 

part is performed in the MATLAB simulation package. MATLAB programs are de

veloped in order to simulate several optical domain devices such as super continuum 

light source(the laser), the Mach-Zehnder Modulator (MZM), the transmission chan

nel, and receiver/detector unit. The mathematical equations formulated are used to 

set up a simulation model for these optical domain devices. The simulink is further 

used to analyze and investigate the simulation output at several stage of the process. 

Measurements are done to display both time and frequency domain spectrums. The eye 

diagrams and performance evaluations are also included in the display. Since the signal 

changes from electrical domain to light domain and then back to electrical domain, the 

simulation is done in Simulink - MATLAB - Simulink pattern respective to the signal 

flow. 

The mathematical modeling is developed primarily for the modulation and detec

tion section. Equations are developed based on the basic operating principles of the 

devices. The optical modulation capability and the opto-electric effect based operation 

of MZM is the foundation for the mathematical models. With this regard the Pockel's 

effect, that define the change of refractive index of some material with applied elec

tric field is the basis for the formulation of mathematical equation. Depending on its 

type and application, MZM might have one or two port for external modulation. In 

this project, alternative models and architectures are developed based on these number 

of electrodes. The alternative models are developed based on the application of the 

modulating electrical signal whether to the one port( one leg model) or to both( two leg 

model) . 
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1.5. ORGANIZATION CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.5 Organization 

In Chapter 2 FTTH technology has been reviewed. Some important definition which 

will help in understanding FTTH better has been provided. The fast growth rate of 

FTTH in replacing the existing twisted wire pair and coaxial cable has been shown. 

Standardization related to FTTH and PON (Passive Optical Network) and its version 

such as GPON and EPON are also discussed in this chapter. In addition, the past, 

current and future standard and data bit rate for several PON specification is provided 

in tabular form. This section is aimed to give the general picture of fast growing appli

cation of fiber optic networks and trigger insight on this technology. 

Radio over Fiber(RoF) technology has been described in Chapter 3. Again, impor

tant definition and terms has been explored that would enhance the understanding of 

RoF system. The advantage of RoF over other wireless means is described here. An 

important and descriptive architecture and model is shown there to help clarify the 

descriptions. 

Two alternative hybrid optical network architectures for the integration of two radio 

service systems have been given in Chapter 4. The two alternative architectures are 

conceived and described in order to compare them for performance, ease of deployment 

and cost issues. The newly developing hybrid fiber optic system is a promising high data 

rate shared infrastructure integrated system. The architectures have been thought and 

developed by integrating the two servic8 signals and simultaneously transmitting them 

at the same optical carrier frequency into the fiber optic networks so that they share the 

same infrastructure. The alternative architectures provide an insight in developing and 

investigating several related ideas particularly in the modulation and detection section 

as well as application of MZM. In 4th Chapter the two architecture are discussed in 

detail, compared and contrasted. 

Chapter 5 is devoted in developing the mathematical equation for the optical part of 

the model. In this chapter three models are developed which represent the modulation, 

channel and detection parts of the optical link. Since two alternative modulation mod

els are being considered, two mathematical models and equations have been derived for 
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1.5. ORGANIZATION CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

each. The two derived models are identified in their respective subsections as one leg 

modulation and two leg modulation schemes. In both cases, the modulation operation 

of MZM is considered and the signal characteristics within the modulator are modeled. 

The transmission channel is considered for its attenuation and dispersion effects. The 

equivalent mathematical equation and model for the simulation is provided in this sec

tion . At the receiver end, optical filter and coupler, is employed to split the signals to 

its various components and is fed to the detecting element. The detector is subjected to 

several noise which degrade the received signal. The discussion on the types of noises at 

the detection is made and an equivalent mathematical model is constructed to simulate 

the receiver section of the network. 

In Chapter 6 step by step description of the simulation set up has been provided. 

The simulation result and discussion has been provided in this section. Both the time 

domain and frequency domain simulation results are presented followed by some de

scriptive detail. The BER plots are provided and the comparison between the two 

models is also discussed in this chapter. 

Finally, the conclusion on the project and future insight is presented in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 

Fiber To The Home 

2.1 FTTH, Technology Overview 

The ever growing demand for bandwidth by individual users and businesses energized 

the search for a means to provide reliable and cost effective high data rate transmission 

alternatives. The traditional copper based service to the "last mile"of the service can't 

provide the band width demand for the baseband services of the audio, internet and 

video. The pressure on the demand side for more band width is rapidly growing to 

exceed the capacity either the copper-based or wireless system can provide. Optical 

fiber cables have been the major transmission media in the range of long haul(hundreds 

and thousands of kilometers), in the metro area links(tens of kilometers) and in the 

interoffice aggregations of several kilometers. Now it also becomes a better candidate 

to be considered by researchers and engineers for the last mile of the service. 

The access represents the portion of the network system between the central office 

or cable head to the subscribers premises. Currently, it is the only part of the fixed 

communications plant that has not already evolved completely into fiber. However, 

fiber optics is growing to become the dominant media in the access range of the last 

mile of users destination. The following figure shows the four layers of the optical 

fiber network in the transport layer of communication system and associated switching 

devices. 

Traditionally the baseband signals such as cable TV, home phone and internet 
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Figure 2.1 : chematic repr senta tion of d ifferent layer of t he fi ber opt ic network 'ystem 
[29]. 

ervice have been provid d with the 'opper wire eit h r with coaxial cable or twisted 

wire pair. W it h the incr as d servic s and the increasingly high demand of the tr ipe 

plays, the e tradit ional chann Is could no longer support the data rate requirements 

of u 'er . In ord r to make use of large band width capabili ty optical fi ber, ba 'eband 

services of cable T V, internet and home phone are now provided by fib r opt ic networks 

t hrough FTTH system. T herefore, FT TH is one f the highly evolving technology 

deployments in the communication system. FTT H represents the port ion of the pt ical 

fi ber link t hat extend ' from the ent ral stat ion t the h me or business of the user. 

On 'e t he opt ical 'ignal arr ived at t he junction boxes of the wall a t the hom , or the 

base of the building, t he mes age can be furt her t ransmit t d by 'everal other mean 

'U h a coaxial cable or twisted wire pair. FTTH i t he xtension of t he earlier fib r 

optic yst m deployment' such as Fiber To T h Curb (FTT ), Fiber To T he Premi es 

(FT TP) and Fiber To T he Building (FTTB). Figur 2.2 depict an xampl of the 

te hnology and service provision of FTTH by 1 E corporat ion. 

T her are obvious reasons that some service provider and cable operators wouldn' t 

completely agree and r spond quickly towards d v .topment and deployment of FTT H. 

The companies which have invested fortunes in the copper infrastructure and are ex

pec ting ret urns in extended t ime, strive to ea.rn their ret,urn b fore low cost· optic fi ber 

ext nded its 'ervice to Lhe door of ever,y home. However , most companies are at. the 
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Figure 2.2: A pictoria l repre entation of the major s rv ices provided by FTTH and its 
interconn ction [291. 

same page regard ing using fiber opt ics m the acc ss n twork for wireles backhaul , 

Greenfield resid ntial, rural and remote areas. The growth of FTTH imposes seri s 

pressure for t he predecessors technologies. T he rate of growth of oth r technologi s is 

greatly challenged by t he fast growth rate of FTTH users. T he d iagram in F igure 2.3 

compares t he rate of incr ase of users in FTTH and ADSL at the early stage of FTTH 

deployment in Japan. 

There is no doubt that t he age of FTTH has arrived. The fi ts and tar ts of t he past 

ar over. In north America every major Telecom provider and small service providers 

a re proceeding to deploy the t rails of fiber predominantly PONs . T he key to t he r aliza

t ion of FTTH is t he standardization of PO , allowing component vendors and system 

venders to focus on single solution [17]. 

2.2 PON Systenls 

Pass ive Opt ical Network(PO T) is a point-to-multipoint (P2MP) n twork architectur 

which has single Opt'cal Line Termination (OLT) at the central office end and sev

era l( usua lly 16 to 128) Optical Network Terminals (0 Ts) at t he consumer ide. PON 
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of subscri ber growth rate in competing technologies of ADSL and 
FTTH in Japan [34]. 

ha no act ive elements and doe n 't need external power input for the optical splitter 

T he interior component of PO I con ist · of passive splitters , splice a nd interleaving 

fibers . Since it doesn ' t need addit ional ext.ernal power, it reduces the deployment and 

operation investments and provide comparative cost advantage over ct ive Optical Net

work (AO ) . Many researcher and service provid rs view PO as attract ive solut ion to 

the first mile(last mile) problem . Compared to point- to-point (P2P) architecture, PO I 

also reduces the number of optical t ransceiver· a nd size of t he opt ical fiber material 

required betw en t he center of t he service and t he users terminal. POI can provide t h 

major baseband services of data, voice, and video to a length of up t o 20 km between 

centra l offices to consumer's location. 

Since t he message signal for evera l consumers is broadcasted th rough a single shared 

optical fiber , the transmi sion may be subjected to unintended listener. However, sev

eral techniqu s such as encryption could b employed in order to protect the down t ream 

user 's messag hom such eavesdropping. The uplink signal can be combined im o th 

single fiber line by means of one of th several acce ·s protocol such as Time Division 

Mul t iple Access (TDMA). 
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• • -
• • 

F igure 2.4: PO di t ib utio n archi tect ure topology [35]. 

Bas d upon t he interconnection architecture betw en the central office ' OLT and 

several end user point , th re are thre common type ' of network topologie us d in 

PON. T he e ar ring PO , tar(tree) PO and bus PON. T hey vary in performance 

characteri t ics , reliability, cost , ase of deployment and access for expansion . Due to the 

diffic ulty of low-pert urbation optical- tap for efficiently coupling the opt ical ignals, bus 

PO i relatively di fficult to implement. T he optical informat ion is accessed passively 

tapping off the optical power using pass ive coupling elements which do not employ el c

tronic components. In the case of ring PON topology, the successive service terminals 

are linked each ot her wit h P2P connections and reate a single closed path. At each 

node i requires an active device to identify its address in order to accept the arriving 

information whenever t he mes 'age is d stined to this node. In star PO topology all 

t he nodes are connected 0 one hub called the central office node. Figure 2.5 hows t he 

t hree main kinds of PO . 
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Figure 2.5 : Three major kinds of P ON topologies . 

2.3 PON Standardization; IEEE & ITU-T 

Standardization is a k y factor in all kinds of technologies so that all t he researchers, 

service providers, producer , venders and consumer speak the sa me languag . The two 

major standardization inst it utes in the fiber optics communication and PO N are IEEE 

(Inst it ute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) and IT U (Int rnational Telecommu

nicat ions Union). T h development of PO from the early 1990's to 2011 brought 

about the fas test rate of informat ion exchange and evolved to different s tandards. In 

late 1990's a group of operator called Full Servi Acc ss etwork (FSAI ) formed wi th 

t he object iv of "Global Domination of the Fiber Acces ". Later this group ubmi tted 

the responsibili ty to lT U. ITU-T rele ed standard such as G PON (G.984x2003) with 

t he capabili ty in the gigabits rang. T he IEEE version of the standard is t rm d EPON 

(Ethernet-PO ) and ident.ified by the version such a IEEE 802 .3ah 2004. Both or

ganiza t ions prodllc d their own standards up to 1 gigabit s or 10 gigabits however t.he 

standards are mut ually incompatible. Generally, PO T rates grow fr om 155Mbi ts sec 

up to 2. 4Gbits / sec and proj ted to the new generat. ion PON of 10Gbits/ sec by 2012. 

T he following figure shows the general evolution and deployment. of both tandards over 
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Figure 2.6: Pictorial representation of PON standard's timeline and their deployment [36}. 

2.4 EPON/GEPON 

IEEE is the largest standardization institute for PON technology. 802.3 EPON (Ether

net PON) is one of the standards provided by IEEE. Standards vary and are specified 

by their provision of data in upstream and downstream direction. EPO N provides a 

symmetrical frame of 1Gb/s in both upstream and downstream directions. It is the 

most widely deployed format of PON. Currently, there are over 40 million installed 

EPON ports making it the most widely deployed PON technology globally[31]. EPON 

is also extensively used for business services as part of the Data Over Cable Service 

Interface Specification (DOCSIS). It is the basis for the service provider's and cable 

operators' provision of DOCSIS Provision of EPON (DPoE) specifications. EPON can 

be implemented either in only data centric services or fully fledged data, voice and 

video provision networks. IEEE completed the Ethernet First Mile project in 2004 and 

as part of it provided (GEPON) the lOGbit/s EPON or 10G-EPON provision versions 

PON in IEEE 802.3av. The list of some selected standards and their specification is 
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provided in Table 2.1. 

2.5 APON/BPON/GPON 

ITU is the first to provide passive optical network standards. Since then, several version 

of ITU-T standards has been released with increased performance and data rate. Some 

of the standards include ITU-T /G.983 , ITU-T /G.984, ITU-T /G.987. APON (ATM 

paN) is the first paN standard to be released. It was based on the ATM system and 

its primary usage was for business purposes. \Vith the decline of ATM protocol, ITU

T has improved the original APON standard and provided the later version of ITU-T 

G.983. This standard commonly referred as broadband paN, or BPON. It is based 

on APON technologies and standards, however it supports \VDM and dynamic higher 

upstream bandwidth allocation. A typical APON/BPON provides 622Mb/s (00-12) 

of downstream bandwidth and 155 Mbit/s (00-3) of upstream traffic. Table 2.1 shows 

the comparison of different standards and their capacities. 

The further improvement in the ITU-T standardization process provided the evolv

ing of GPON(Gigabit PON). GPON evolution is Based on BPON, however it shares 

several similarity with GEPON. As the primary motive of the standards evolution is 

their capacity to support higher data rate, GPON carries higher data rate and has en

hanced data security features. The original intention for deployment of GPON was to 

widen the support and acceptance of technology which can support multiple protocol, 

however, the added complexity was a challenge. A key characteristic of GPON is the 

2.5 Gbps downstream and 1.25 Gbps upstream data rate [34]. GPON operates in a 

very similar fashion to GE-PON when supporting Ethernet as its primary transport 

protocol. But since Ethernet, gigabit Ethernet and 10Gb Ethernet do not support a 

2.5 GHz clock rate, unlike GE-PON, GPON does not benefit from the availability of 

low-cost Ethernet optical components. The ITU-T G.984 (GPON) standard represents 

a boost, compared to BPON, in both the total bandwidth and bandwidth efficiency 

through the use of larger, variable-length packets [34]. Again, the standards permit 

several choices of bit rate, but the industry has converged on 2.488 gigabits per second 

(Gbit/s) of downstream bandwidth, and 1.244 Gbit/s of upstream bandwidth. GPON 
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Encapsulation Method (GEM) allows very efficient packaging of user traffic with frame 

segmentation. lOG-PON has 10 Gbit/s downstream and 2.5 Gbit/s upstream framing is 

"G-PON like" and designed to coexist with GPON devices on the same access-network 

technologies are clearly desired for next generation broadband applications [34]. The 

following table revises the major PON standards and their bite rate capacity in up

stream and downstream directions. 

Table 2.1: Comparison of different standards for PON. 

base Standard Bit rate 
EPON 802.3ah 2004 IEEE802.3 IGbjs(downlink) 

(Ethernet Protocol) IGbjs(uplink) 

GEPON 802.3ah 2004 IEEE802.3 10Gbjs( downlink) 

(Ethernet Protocol) IGbjs(uplink) 
-------

10GEPON 802.3ah 2004 IEEE802.3 10Gbjs(downlink) 

(Ethernet Protocol) 10Gbjs(uplink) 

APON G.983 ITU-T 622Mb j s( downlink) 

(ATM based) 155Mbjs(uplink) 

BPON G.983 ITU-T 622Mb j s( downlink) 

(Broadband PON) 155Mbjs(uplink) 

GPON G.984x2003 ITU-T 2.5Gb/s( downlink) 

(Multiple Protocol) 

lOGPON G.987 ITU-T lOGb/s(downlink) 

(Multiple Protocol) 2.5Gbjs(uplink) 
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Chapter 3 

Radio over Fiber 

3.1 RoF Basics 

Radio over Fiber (RoF) is currently evolving attractive technology by which a radio 

signal is made to modulate optical carrier signal and transmitted through optical fiber. 

This technique enables the transmission of microwave and millimeter waves to be car

ried through a guided optical fiber instead of open wireless media. RoF facilitates 

wireless access by exploiting the large bandwidth capacity of optical fiber and limiting 

the number of expensive wireless parts required. Moreover, RoF provides a feasible and 

better option to install smaller antenna in some inaccessible and confined areas, such as 

underground facilities and metro tunnels. All sort of radio signals including cable tele

vision, broadcast or satellite base station signals can be carried through optical fibers 

networks; however, the term RoF particularly refers to optical link which are applied 

for wireless access. 

Currently, the traffic on Wireless Local Area Networks CWLAN) has grown tremen

dously as its provides easy access to high-speed internet services. The deployment of 

WLAN has been increased in oredr to cope with the high demand in the wireless ser

vices. However, with increasing coverage area, increasing number of subscriber per area 

and increasing bandwidth demand per subscriber, \VLAN alone cannot satisfy the cre

ated wireless services demand. The increased deployment of \VLAN is also subje~t to 

several technical and financial drawbacks. First of all, radio equipments have high in

stallation, operation and maintenance cost. Moreover, since wireless accesses are routed 
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through unguided media, t h yare subj ected to series RF int rfer ences . Eavesdropping 

i also a series issue for s rvices in th wire less domain unle a measure is taken to 

prevent it . Channel allocation , freque ncy spectrum administration, a nd existence of 

v ral \iVLAN standards are also the hor tcoming for wire Ie s services . Therefore, the 

WL b comes a more complex service, which requ ires high standard and high cost 

in de 'ign , administration and maintenance. 

Several t chnologies have been ugges ted to cope with t h ever growing demand 

in wir less ervi 'es and to eliminate the drawbacks inherent to it. RoF is one of the 

promising candidate to h lp and facili ate the rad io acc sses . RoF use fiber optic 

channel and light wave to transmit radio signals to long di tances, It is also convenient 

to acces some blocked spaces that would have been harder to r ach with wireless mans. 

In RoF the radio signal are carried away and dist ri buted using opt ical compon nts and 

associated echnologies . The cen ral station (CS) and the remote access node (RAN) 

in RoF system are connected by means of opt ical links . 

zo Outdoor Unit 

Z System Image 

Figure 3.1 : Pictori al representation for millimeter wave broadband wire less access system 
wi t h Radio over F iber application [30J. 

In RoF t he electrical domain radio signal from its sour e could be t he modulat 

RF signa l, modulated IF (Intermediate Frequency) signal or even ba eband signa l. 

T his electri ca l based radio signal again modulate the opt ical carrier signal using opt i al 

modulation techniqueo . Following this modulation the signal is in light domain unt il it 

reaches its remote dest inat ion and is conver ted back to electrical based signa.l. Whil 
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it is carried through the optical fiber channel, the signal is light wave and is subjected 

to all kind of alteration and deformation that occurs in optical domain signals. 

It is a fact that the futuristic direction in wireless network heavily implement RoF 

for both microwave and millimeter wave radio bands. In order to achieve higher capac

ity the D\VDM can also be implemented with RoF system. Above all the prime motive 

is to carry large wireless signals and transport them in optical form between a central 

station and a set of base stations. The radiation of the signals takes place at small base 

station with limited radio range. 

It is customary to classify RoF systems into two RF-over-Fiber and IF-over-Fiber 

depending on the range of the radio frequency range to be carried. Usually, RF signals 

greater than lOG Hz are termed as RF -over-Fiber. Since the signal is relatively high 

already, there need no frequency up/down conversion for imposing the signal on the 

light carrier or to radiate to the air at the base station following conversion of the light 

signal to electric domain signal. In the case of IF-over-Fiber architecture, the radio sig

nal is less than 10 GHz and frequency up/down conversion might be required to provide 

enough separation in modulation and provide required frequency range for transmission. 

3.2 Advantages of Radio over Fiber 

3.2.1 Low Complexity 

The Remote Station (RS) in RoF mainly consists of an optical-to-electrical (O/E) con

version devices. The additional devices demanded at RS are some amplifiers 1 frequency 

converter, and the antenna. The major radio units in signal generating, controlling and 

resource management circuitry are moved to central station. Several RS share this ra

dio unit at the central station. Since a high frequency radio signal can travel through 

the fiber, optical link of RoF avoids the necessity of generating a radio signal at RS. 

Therefore, the design of a network system with RoF is less complex. The remoteness 

of the antenna unit from easy access also has other technical benefits. Generally, the 

most important advantage of RoF system is its provision to move the highly expensive 
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base station and antenna units to the central office and make use of simple and less 

expensive antenna unit at remote stations. 

3.2.2 Low Attenuation 

The rate of attenuation of signal varies from media to media. Generally, signals trans

mitted through optical fiber attenuate about O.2dB/Km. The rate of attenuation for 

optical fiber is much lower than the copper wire competitors or even wireless media. 

Applying optical fiber therefore provides a system which has less number of repeater 

stations as the signal can travel longer distance before its strength fall to some mini

mum value which requires boosting. 

3.2.3 Low Cost 

Fiber optical networks need simple structure for base stations, and have low power 

consuming and easily maintainable devices. RoF needs less number of radio units at 

remote stations and all the major radio stations are moved to central station. The 

overall effect of these is that RoF provides lower cost of infrastructure and deployment, 

reduction of power consumptions as well as device maintenance cost. Simpler and easier 

system also reduces the design, installation and operation costs. 

3.2.4 Future Proof 

The highly pronounced advantage of fiber optic is its high data rate capacity. Lately 

there are reports claiming that optical fibers can transmit data in the range of Tb / s 

(Tera Bits per second). The direction of the future shows that wideband wireless service 

is a must. Therefore fiber optics systems are the solutions for the high speed demand 

of the future generation networks. Moreover, protocol and bit-rate transparent tech

nologies can easily be adopted for RoF which makes it higly applicable for the current 

as well as future application. 
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3.3 Applications of Radio over Fiber 

The most important application of RoF is for places where their geographic orientation 

causes difficulty to provide coverage by the conventional ways. These areas include en

closed structure such as shopping malls and metro subways, naturally obstructed areas 

like mountainous locations and jungles, as well as isolated and blocked sites such as 

miners tunnels. Covering these zones with the regular wireless backhaul link is either 

impossible or extremely expensive beyond justification. The optical fiber link provides 

easier access to such places. In addition to the easy access the optical link provides 

additional advantages such as low line losses, less susceptibility for lightening strike, 

and increased simplicity. 

The other important application of RoF is in places where there is congestion of 

wireless users. Because of the limited nature of the RF spectrum as a resource for 

wireless applications, in places where large number of subscriber are located in very 

small area, like in some down town locations, a point is reached where the cellular 

system fails to serve all users. In such situation low antenna and small cell size such as 

Pico and Micro cell structure can be solutions and RoF is used for cell optimization of 

these situations. Moreover, lesser radiation from the low antenna power means a safer 

system for health, and even low power system also reduces the power consumption of 

the mobile devices and provide a longer battery life. 
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Chapter 4 

Hybrid Fiber Optic Services 

The hybrid FTTH and RoF is a newly developing idea of delivering the FTTH baseband 

services of cable TV, wired telephone and internet integrated with the emerging RoF 

wireless services into an interleaved access network. This is conceived and developed by 

integrating the two signals and simultaneously transmitting them at the same optical 

carrier frequency into the fiber optic networks so that they share the same infrastruc

ture. The prime motive behind converging these two systems is the ever increasing 

demand for broader bandwidth in both services. For the radio system the RoF has 

been already a promising method in providing a better wireless access in a larger and 

distributed area. The future direction is shown to require more and more services in 

the triple play in both wired and wireless domains. As the services are expanding in 

both coverage and density, the bandwidt,h limit happened to be the bottle neck for the 

communication network. Hybrid FTTH and RoF is a promising option in using the 

extremely huge bandwidth potential of optical fiber networks. 

The basic idea of hybrid FTTH and RoF is to be able to interleave, modulate and 

transmit the baseband signal of the wired services and the radio frequency (RF) of 

the wireless services into a single wavelength of an optical fiber channeL Integrating 

the services provide an effective means to reduce the extra infrastructure and deploy

ment investment as well as subsequent maintenance and operational costs. Good design 

and careful analysis are required in order to obtain a cost effective as well as efficient 

system. In recent days several papers have been published to demonstrate the simulta

neous modulation and transmission of these two signals [1}-[3],[9],[12]-[14]. 
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CHAPTER HYBRID FIBER OPTIC SERVICES 

In this project two distinctive architecture for the design of the integration of two 

optical based service signals have been developed. The models and their schematic 

diagrams are shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. The implementation of the simulation 

for the modulation, transmission and detection of the hybrid signal have been developed 

in the subsequent sections. The two approaches are identical in the transmission and 

detection sections. However, the modulation of the first case (see Figure 4.1) is done in 

such a way that the two signals are first shifted to their respective subcarrier frequency 

ranges and then mixed in the electric domain prior to applying them to the l'v1ZM 

modulator. The integrated signal then fed to the single port of the Y branch MZM in 

order to modulate the optical carrier with the hybrid signal. In the second option (see 

Figure 4.2), after the two signals are shifted to their sub carrier frequencies, they are 

applied to the two different ports of the MZM modulator, so that the optical carrier 

is modulated by each signal subcarrier and the two signals get mixed in the optical 

domain following the 1\1ZM. In these figures the electrical domain paths and processes 

are indicated with dashed line while the optical stages and paths are represented by a 

solid line. 

The tunable laser is the optical carrier source providing a low-phase noise super con

tinuum (SC) light with 1550nm wavelength. The light is directly fed to the V-branch 

MZM and made to pass through the two branches of the modulator. A random word 

generator simulate the first service I source generating randomly distributed sequence 

of bits at the rate of 622Mb/s. This simulated data is mixed with a low power noise 

generated from the band-limited white noise source to simulate the noise persistent to 

radio system. The band-limited white noise doesn't represent the practical equivalence 

of the noise but it closely approximates the noise in the radio signals. This signal is 

further modulated with a 25GHz sinusoidal sub carrier frequency to up convert the radio 

to the upper frequency range and provide a sufficient frequency range for interleaving 

of the second service signal in lower frequency range. Another random word generator 

simulate the second service signal source simulating randomly distributed sequence of 

bits at the rate of 1.25Gb/s. This digital word sequence is further modulated with a 

5GHz sinusoidal subcarrier frequency to up convert the baseband range and accommo

date the simulation for the MZM modeL 
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The two signals are either mixed together and fed to MZM in order to modulate 

the SC light source in case of one leg option (Figure 4.1) or fed to different legs of the 

V-branch MZM to modulate the optical carrier separately and get mixed in the light 

domain of the other end of Y- branch MZM (Figure 4.2). The signals in the MZM are 

subjected to non-linearity effect of the modulator. In order to simulate this, the signal 

in the simulation are set to be small enough not to drive the MZM out of the linearity 

range. The output of the MZM can be amplified as to accommodate the transmission 

losses and detector sensitivity. The models for the MZM modulator, the transmission 

channel and the detecting devices are developed using the mathematical model that 

will be developed in Chapter 5. This chapter discusses the theoretical basis and optical 

elements of the design in detail. 
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CHAPTER HYBRID FIBER OPTIC SERVICES 

The simulation set up is done to understand and develop the the feasibility of the 

hybrid network. The laser output power is capable of providing the power that can be 

detected at the receiver end. The 622Mb/s and 1.25 GB/s signals which simulate the 

two service signal are generated by arbitrary digital waveform generator of Simulink 

modules. The subcarrier sinusoidal are used to up convert the digital signal to a con

venient range for simulation and provide sufficient spectral separation between these 

two signals. The optical carrier is set to be at 1550nm wavelength in both cases of 

the architecture. The power loss due to attenuation is about 5dB, and the estimated 

insertion loss for MZM is about 14dB [9]. Simulation of EDFA is used to compensate 

for these loses within the optical domain. 

The two different architectures are designed in order to compare the difference in 

modulation of the two signals. The mathematical model and its derivation are pre

sented in the next section. The two kinds of MZM are also shown in Figure 5.1 and 5.2 

of the next chapter. The biasing of the MZl'vl is assumed to be at full point providing 

the modulation index (AI I Vp_p/2V1r ). Setting this value to 1 will maximizes the 

undesired sideband suppression ratio. The transmission channel is considered for its 

attenuation and dispersion effects of the fiber optic materials. Again the equivalent 

mathematical derivation and model for simulation will be provided in the next chapter. 

At the receiver end, optical filters and couplers are employed to split the signals to its 

various components and is fed to the detecting element. The detector converts the sig

nal to electrical current and feeds it back to the low pass and band pass filters connected 

to its end. The detector is subjected to several noise which impair the detect ability 

of the received signal. The detail discussion on the types of noise at the detection is 

provided in the next chapter. This discussion is also the base to construct and simulate 

the receiver section of the network. 

The received electrical signal is mixed with the original sinusoidal subcarrier fre

quencies to detect and demodulate the original word sequence of each service. The 

BER curve is constructed in order to compare the performance of the two architectures 

in consideration. The signal in the first model with single leg MZM would have higher 

Vpp voltage at some points as the two signals are added in the electrical domain. This 

will derive the MZM out of its linearity range and some messages could be distorted. 
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Otherwise model 1 might require MZM with higher bias voltage. The second model 

might solve this problem , however with regard to cost, it might not be the preferred 

choice. The complete discussion, performance evaluation and comparison will follow in 

the subsequent chapters. 
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Chapter 5 

Basic Theory and Mathematical 

Models 

5.1 Modulation Model 

In communications based on optical networks the electrical signal has to be modulated 

over the optical carrier in order to be carried on through the optical fiber links. Several 

methods have been developed to modulate the electrical message into the light wave. 

The direct current modulation techniques have been successful by which the input cur

rent for the laser is changed with the modulating signal. Time independent optical 

intensity can be produced by modulating the laser around its bias current. Direct 

current modulation is subjected for several non-linear phenomena. Intersymbollnter

fernce lSI is a consequence of these non-linearity. Other limitations such as transient 

oscillation and distortion of the output light pulse also broaden the signals optical spec

trum, and therefore increase BER. Generaly, directly modulating the current deriving 

the laser diode causes; turn on delay, relaxation oscillation, mode hoping, chirping of 

optical wavelengths. 

In order to solve problem associated to direct modulation several suggestion are 

put forward. Some suggestions are to solve the problem of direct modulation. Some 

of these suggestions are modification of the physical laser, the use of external optical 

feedback, external electronic circuits and shaping of the modulation current. More-
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over, direct modulation has undesirable effect on wavelength modulation which affects 

system which employs WDM techniques. Direct modulation of laser becomes almost 

impossible at data rates above lOGbps. Therefore in order to increase such a bandwidth 

application it is possible to take the advantage of external modulators. External mod

ulators allow higher bit rate and there is no direct interaction between the information 

being applied to the modulation and the internal dynamics of the laser. Thus to extend 

the bandwidth capability of single-mode fiber systems there is a requirement for high

speed modulation which can be provided by 10 waveguide intensity modulators [10]. 
A basic OOK (on/off keying) modulator can be implemented using simple techniques 

on switches and active beam splitters. An important waveguide modulator is based 

upon a Y-branch interferometer which employs optical phase shifting produced by the 

electro-optic effect. 

Since hybrid optical systems require high data rate and travels very long distance, 

external optical modulators is necessary. External modulators used in Optical commu

nication are primarily based on Electro-optic effect, magneto-optic effect, and acousto

optic and electro-absorption effect of semiconductors. Mach-Zehnder Modulator (MZM) 

using LiNb03 is a popular choice for implementation in high speed optical networks. 

5.1.1 Pockel's Effect 

The electro-optic effect is the change in rtfractive index that occurs in a noncentrosym

metric crystal at the presence of an applied electric field. MZM exploits the property 

of electro-optic effect. The electro-optic effect can be of two types. The first one is 

the Pockel's Effect by which the change in refractive index is linearly proportional to 

the applied electric field. The second electro optic effect is termed as Kerr Effect. In 

this case, the proportionality between the refractive index to the applied electric field 

is quadratic. In other words, the refractive index change with square of the voltage 

applied. The change in refractive index due to Kerr Effect is negligible compared to 

the change produced by Pockel's effect. Optical modulator makes use of the principles 

of Pocke'effect. Lithium Niobate (LiNb03) is the most widely used crystal to fabricate 

optical modulators because of its large electro-optic effect, small optical loss and good 
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coupling efficiency. In LiNb03, the change in refractive index due to Pockel's effect is 

given by, 

(5.1) 

where, n is the refractive index, "I is electro-optic coefficient of the crystal, and E is 

the electric field intensity applied along the axis of the crystal. The change in the 

refractive index causes change in the phase of the light wave. Therefore the phase 

change is proportional to the applied voltage. The voltage needed to be applied in 

order to produce a phase shift of 180 degree is given by, 

(5.2) 

where, d is the distance between the electrodes, Ao is the wavelength in vacuum and L 

is the interaction length. This voltage is termed as full wave voltage. The linear electro

optic effect is traditionally expressed as a linear change in the inverse refractive index 

squared: 

(5.3) 

where, Ej is the applied electric field in j direction. 

The crystal orientation is usually chosen so as to obtain the largest electro-optical 

effect. This means that if the applied electric field is along the Z axis, then the light 

polarized along Z see the largest field-induced change in refractive index. 

Phase modulation is achieved by applying a field to one of the geometry. The field is 

roughly V IG where G is the gap between the two electrodes. For an electrode length L, 

the phase shift caused by the change in the refractive index exhibited by an electro-optic 

material with the application of an electric field can be given as in Equation 5.4 and 5.5 

below. The phase change for light propagating in the material is given in relation to 

the applied voltage. This phase change b<I> is accumulative over a distance L within the 

material and is given by: 

(5.4) 
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Substituting Equation 5.1 into the above equation gives: 

211" 
6<f; = b..nK L = >:6nL (5.5) 

where, ,\ is the wavelength of the light . When the electric field is applied transversely 

to the direction of optical propagation, we may substitute for 6n and get: 

(5.6) 

One of the considerations when designing a phase modulator is to reduce V7r which 

could be done either by reducingd (cross sectional dimension of the cut) or increasing 

L. However, the capacitance formed between the electrodes is directly proportional to 

L and inversely proportional to d, hence reducing V7r results in increased capacitance 

which slows down the operation of MZM modulator. 

5.1.2 V-branch Interfrometeric Mach Zender Modulator (MZM) 

The Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer is one of the most common applications of 

nonlinear optical devices. It allows a light wave to be either transmitted through the 

device or not by simply applying the half-wave voltage to introduce a phase change due 

to the electro-optic effect. There is a very high demand for practical polymer-based 

MZ devices not only because they reduce the required modulation voltage, but because 

they also allow for smaller, more compact devices, which can then be easily integrated 

into other applications [10]. 

The MZ Modulator is a relatively simple device based on the principles of the in

terference of light waves. A light beam is split into two equal parts, each with half the 

amplitude of the original beam, travels a certain length, and is then recombined. When 

no voltage is applied to the arm of the MZ, the path lengths the two beams travel 

are exactly equal, and when they recombine they interfere constructively to produce a 

beam with the original amplitude at the output. This is known as the lion" state of 

the MZ. For a MZ made of a nonlinear optic material, when the half-wave is applied 

to one arm of the MZ, it introduces a 11" phase change in one of the beams. When the 

two beams recombine at the output, they now destructively interfere and thus no light 
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passes through the device. This is known as the If off" state. 

5.1.3 Derivation of Modulation Equation for Single Signal Model 

The following section describes the step by step development of the mathematical mod

els for single signal input (one leg model) modulation. For simplicity we first consider 

the amplitude modulation or On Off Keying(OOK) situation and then we will expand 

the discusion for general case. Let us assume an input electrical signal u(t) is to mod

ulate a light wave and is carried through an optical fiber link. u( t) can be written as: 

u(t) asin(nt) (5.7) 

with small amplitude a and frequency n . Let y( t) be the electric feild of the optical 

carrier light wave from super continuum laser source (Ein(t)) as indicated in Figure 5.1: 

y(t) Aejwt (5.8) 

with amplitude of A and optical frequency w. The .Mach Zender modulator will result in 

u(t) 
~ 

Figure 5.1: A structural representation of the one signal input Y branch MZ~1 

the phase shift of the optical signal in proportion to the applied sinusoidal modulating 

electric signal. Therefore, the modulated optical signal is written as: 

y' = J...1(y(t) , u(t)) Aejwt+ j allin(f2t) (5.9) 
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where, y' represents the modulated optical signal. By applying Tayler series expansion 

for small a: 

y' = Aeiwt(l + jasin(0.t), (5.10) 

expanding using sine identity gives: 

(5.11) 

Identity in Bessel function yields: 

00 00 

Aejwt+jasin(Ot) = Aejwt[Jo(a) + 2:: Jk(a)ejkOt + 2::( _l)k Jk(a)e-jkOtj. (5.12) 
k=l k=l 

For intensity modulation system we can use equation 5.11 as simplified below: 

e-jOt ) = Aejwt+jasin(Ot) = A(ejwt ) + ~; (ei(wH"l)t _ ej(w-O)t) 

(5.13) 

or simply, 

(5.14) 

For our single leg input case by which single electrode MZM is used to modulate a 

signal consisting of of two service signals, consider the following: 

u(t) = asin(0.1t) + (3sin(0. 2t). (5.15) 

Again, the Mach Zender modulation will result in a phase shift that is proportional to 

the applied modulating electric signal as follows: 

(5.16) 

This can be rewritten as: 

(5.17) 
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The phase shift is proportional to the applied voltage as well as the refractive index 

change per volt for the MZM according to the equation: 

(5.18) 

V1r is the termed as the full wave voltage which is equivalent to the voltage level that 

can cause the maximum phase shift of 7r. Now, let us define a new phase shift coefficient 

as: 

(5.19) 

Here, we observe that both the signal voltage and 71 are resposible for the phase shift. 

Bessel function identity applied on Equation 5.17 gives: 

00 00 

y' = EOUT(t) = Aeiwt[Jo(71a) + L Jk(71a)eJknlt + L( _l)k Jk(71a)e-ik1)nlt] 
k=l k=l 
00 00 

k=l k=l 

Taking the first four sidebands only, we will have: 

y' = EOUT,4sB(t) r::::; Aeiwt[B][C] (5.21) 

where 

and 

using sine and cosine identities 

y' = EOUT,4SB(t) r::::; Aeiwt[Jo(71a) + J1(71a)2jsin(0'1t) + h(71a)2cos(20'1t)] 

[Jo(71,8) + J2(71,8)2jsin(0'2 t ) + J1 (71,8)2cos(20'2t )] (5.22) 
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simplifying the product, rearranging terms, and disregarding non contributing frequency 

componants yield: 

yl = EOUT,4SB(t) ~ Ae1wt{Jo(7]o:)Jo(7]{1) + 2j[J1(7]0:)JO(7]{1)sin(Olt)+ 

Jo( 7]0: )J1 (7]{1)sin(02t)] + 2[Jo( 7]0:)J2 ( 7]{1)COS(201t)+ 

Jo( 7]{1) J2( 7]0: )cos(202t)]} , (5.23) 

substituting some variables to simplify gives: 

y' ~ Aejwt{AB + 2j[CBsin(Olt) + ADsin(02t)] + 2[AFcos(201t) BEcos(202t)]} 

where, 

A =Jo(7]O:) B= Jo(7]t1) G = J1(7]0:) 

D = J1(7]{1) E- J2(7]0:) F- Jo(7]{1). 

(5.24) 

5.1.4 Derivation of Modulation Equation for Two Signal Model 

The following section describes the step by step development of the mathematical mod

els for two signal input (one leg model) modulation. For simplicity we first consider 

two signals that have identical frequencies and then we will expand the discusion for 

the general case. 

Considering the two electrical input signa.ls: 

(5.25) 

and 

(5.26) 

are applied separately to the two legs of MZM and 

y(t) = Ae1wt (5.27) 

is the optical carrier signal from countinuous light wave source with amplitude of A 

and optical frequency w. The two branch Mach Zender modulation causes phase shift 
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Ul(t) .. 

II 

Figure 5.2: A physical structure representation of the two signal input Y branch MZM. 

to the optical signals that reach at the other end of the Y branch l\1ZM in proportion 

to each of the applied sinusoidal modulating electric signals as follows: 

(5.28) 

Now, let us consider the electric field of the modulated optical signal that comes out 

of the MZM modulator. b,.<J)l(l) and b,.<J)2(l) are the phase changes at the two arms of 

the MZM due to the opto electric effect (Pockel's effect). From earlier discusions the 

change in phase is given by the relation: 

where Ui 1, 2 represents the voltage at each leg of the MZM. First, let us consider 

the electric field of the modulated optical signal at MZM output : 

(5.29) 
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Moreover, if we assume that the IVIZM is biased at quadrature point then the bias 

voltage will satisfy the sequence: 

IT _ (2n - 1) IT 
Vb - V 1r 

2 
(5.30) 

where n= 1,2,3, ... , must be applied between the arms . If we apply Vb at the arm 1 

of the MZM, sinusoidal signals with amplitude 0: and !3 and modulaing electrical signal 

frequency 0 1 and O2 at the arms 1 and 2, respectively, then equation 5.1S will give us: 

{ ~<I>l(t) = 17o:sin(Ol(t)) - ~ 
~<I>2(t) = 17Psin(02(t)). 

Rewriting Equation 5.29 using the Euler's formula given by Equation 5.31 and substi

tuting the relations above into it will lead to a Bessel function series of Equation 5.32 

below: 

y' = EOUT(t) = [(Jo(17P) - jJo(17O:)) 
00 

+ L (j(2k-l) (17a ) jJ(2k-l) (17!3))sin((2k - l)Ol(t)) 
(k=l) 

00 

+ L(j2k(17!3) - jJ2k(170:))Cos(2k02(t))]Aeiwt. (5.32) 
k=l 

Therefore, the electric field at the MZM output given by Equation 5.29 can be expressed 

as a sum of Bessel functions series shown here. In this case In(x) represents the Bessel 

function of order n. With this consideration, the first two side-bands correspond to the 

lower and upper bands of a double side-band(DSB) signal. For simplicity, choosing only 

four side bands and assuming the two signals have same the frequency, now Equation 

5.32 is possibly approximated for mathematical analysis as follows [39J: 
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where 

EDC Jo('fl/3) jJo(wx) 

Ek = 2J1 ('flO'.) + j2J1 (r;/3) 

E2k = 2J2(r;/3) - j2J2(r;0'.). 

For general case, in which the two electrode MZM input (two leg model) consist

ing of two distinctive service signals, consider the following: Ul(t) = O'.sin(nlt) and 

U2(t) /3sin(fl2t) are destinctive signals. The Mach Zender modulation will result in 

the phase shift proportional to the applied modulating electric signals as follows: 

This can be rewritten as: 

By using the Bessel function identity for each part: 

00 00 

y' = EOUT(t) = Aeiwt{[Jo('flO'.) + L Jk(r;0'.)eiH11t + L( _l)k Jk ('flO'.)e-iknlt] + 
k=l k=l 
00 00 

[Jo('fl/3) L Jk( r;/3)eikn2t L( _l)k Jk('fl/3)e-ikn2t]}. (5.35) 
k=l k=l 

Taking the first four sidebands only, we will have: 

y' = EOUT,4SB(t) ~ Aeiwt{[B] [en (5.36) 

where 

and 
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Here, it is important to compare this result with the result of Equation 5.21 and notice 

the difference. Now, using sine and cosine identities 

yf = EOUT,4SB(t) ~ Aeiwt {[Jo(17U) + J1(17U)2jsin(0, l t) + J2(17U)2cos(20,lt)]+ 

[Jo(17P) + J2(17P)2jsin(20,2 t ) J1(17P)2cos(20,2t )]}. (5.37) 

Substituting parameters for simplicity provides: 

where 

A =Jo(17U) B= Jo(17P) J1(17U) 

D = J1 (17P) J2 (17U) F Jo(17P). 

5.2 Channel Model 

In the transmission channel the signal is subjected to several losses and distortion. In 

this project it is tried to analyze and incorporate several channel properties of optical 

domain signal in the simulation. Attenuation is important as it is a determining factor 

for the distance between successive point to signal restoration. The optical fiber won 

over its competitor copper lines when its attenuation becomes lower than 5dB/km, 

however today's general purpose optical fibers has an attinuation as low as O.2dB/Km. 

The attenuation of the signal is linear with the length of the transmission optical fiber 

length with the attenuation coefficient u. For instance,with optical fiber length of 25 

km and U O.2dB/km, attenuation will be 25 X 0.2 = 5dB. 

The other important factor in the transmission channel is the dispersion which is 

the characteristics of the carrier frequencies. This causes the broadening of the carrier 

light wave as it travels along the channel. As the signal disperses each pulse broaden 

and may overlap with the neighboring pulses and cause a phenomenon known as inter 

symbol interference (lSI). In order to avoided the overlap, the bit rate in the channel 
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must be maintained with in the limit by which the wave disperse to its maximum. The 

following relation defines the relationship between maximum dispersion and bit rate 

limit (BT): 
1 

BT<-
- (2T) 

(5.39) 

with the carrier light wave frequency wand signal frequency of n the frequency domain 

dispersion of the signal can be given as: 

(5.40) 

where, w » n. Since the two signal frequencies are close to each other (as compared to 

the carrier light wave frequency), the effect of the channel characterstics is assumed to 

be identical for both and therefore there is no need to develop a separate transmission 

model for the two cases under consideration. 

5.3 Detection Model 

The detection of optical signal and extracting the intelligible electrical message at the 

destination of the network is one of the most important stage in the optical fiber com

munication system. Selecting the right optical detecting devices and designing efficient 

detection model is crucial in the overall performance of the systems. The detecting el

ements extract and interpret the information contained and transported by the optical 

signal. The main purpose of the detecting devices is to convert the optical power in the 

optical fiber to alternating electrical voltage or current. Due to losses and distortion 

in the transmission channel, the signal is weak and distorted when it arrives at the 

receiver. Therefore, the detecting device must meet certain requirements to effectively 

detect this weak and distorted signal. The major requirements are sensitivity at partic

ular transmission wavelength, minimum additional noise and fast response. Moreover 

detectors should also satisfy additional requirements such as insensitivity for tempera

ture change, compatible physical dimension, cost and long life depending on the type 

of applications they are called for. In order to understand the operation of detector 

it is important to define some parameters which characterizer the detectors. On,e of 

the basic parameter for detectors is quantum efficiency (fJ) and defined as follows. The 
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quantum efficiency (ry) is the fraction of incident photons which are absorbed by the 

photo detector and generate electrons which are collected at the detector terminal [101: 

Hence, 

number electrons collected 
ry = number of incident photons 

re 
ry =-

rp 

(5.41) 

where, rp is the incident photon rate(photon per second) and re is the corresponding 

electron rate( electron per second). Since quantum efficiency is defined in terms of 

number of particles involved, additional parameter is required which involve the energy 

and power contained to give the measurement a more physical meaning. With this 

regard, responsivity lR. is defined which can better characterize the performance of 

the photo detecting device, Responsivity is defined as the ratio of the output electric 

current to the incident optical power: 

Ip 
Po' 

(5.42) 

By considering the energy of a photon to be E = hi, where (h, Plank's constant), the 

incoming photon rate can be given as: 

The electron rate therefore is: 

Po 
rp = hi' 

From the rate of electron we can get the output photo current as: 

I ryPoe 
P=hj' 

(5.43) 

(5.44) 

(5.45) 

where, e is the charge of electron. From Equation 5.42 an 5.45 we can define the 

responsivity as : 
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The power received at a point x in the optical fiber is described by equation: 

(5.47) 

where, Q's is the absorption coefficient at wavelength .\ , and Po is the power at the 

original source [16]. The current therefore can be written as: 

(5.48) 

considering the reflexivity at the entrance, here c is the speed of light. 

5.3.1 Photo Detector Noise 

A thorough understanding of the source, characteristics and interrelationship of the 

the various noise in a photo detector is very important in order to design an efficient 

fiber optical communication system receivers. Generally there are several noise sources 

persistant in the fiber optics communication networks. These can be categorized as 

man-made noise (e.g., neighboring transformers, motors, and television stations), noise 

from natural source (such as., lightning, earthquakes, cosmic sources) or noise from the 

intrinsic characteristics of to the optical detector. For this study we are most interested 

on the later noise source described, namely noise from optical detectors. Generally 

the sensitivity of the photo detector device lie on the noise caused by the randomness 

of the fluctuating current and voltage at terminal of the device output that caused 

by the incident optical signaL This is noise caused primarily due to the statistical 

nature of the conversion process. There is also thermal noise associated to the signal 

processing and amplification of the electrical signal. In most cases, it is the noise current 

that determines the minimum optical power level that can be detected. Sensitivity is 

usually referred to as the minimum detectable optical power. It is the optical power 

necessary to produce a photo current of the same magnitude as the root mean square 

(rms) of the noise current, or equivalent to a signal-to-noise ratio of one [16]. 

The power signal-to nose ratio SIN at the output of an optical receiver is defined as : 

S signal power from photocurrent 
-

N photodetector noise power amplifier noise power 
(5,49) 
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Considering the intrinsic characteristics of the optical detector, quantum noise and dark 

current noise are the major kinds of the noises in the optical detector. However, the 

analysis of the receiver circuitry shall assume the presence of thermal noise associated 

with photo detector load resistance in the amplifier circuitry. In the following equations 

the mean square value of quantum noise, bulk dark current, surface dark noise and 

thermal noise are given [16J: 

i~ = 2eIpB!v12 F(M) 

iDB2 = 2eIDBM2 F(Nl) 

i'f>s = 2ehB 

.2 4kBT 
'tT =%' 

(5.50) 

(5.51) 

(5.52) 

(5.53) 

In the formula e is charge of electron, B is bandwidth, M is the multiplication factor 

for internal amplification of APD and F(M) is a function associated with A!. The total 

noise in the optical receiver circuit therefore is given as: 

(5.54) 

Now equation 5.49 yields: 

S ip
2M2 

-
N 2eIp Blvf2P(!vl) + 2eIDBM2PCM) + 2ehB + 

(5.55) 

In order to simplify the effort of mathematical calculation, considering the PIN diode 

as detector yields M = 1. Moreover if we assume the major contribution of the noise 

comes from the quantum noise source, then thermal noise, the bulk and surface dark 

current noise can be neglected for our case. Therefore, Equation 5.55 can be written 

as: 
S 
N 

. 2 
'ip 

2eIpB' 
(5.56) 

Better understanding of the nature and type of the noise, helps to closely estimate the 

behavior of the detection model. It is also important to select the kind of detector 

which has a better sensitivity and noise parameter based upon the type of signal we 

are dealing. Generally the output current at the end of the detector signal is defined 
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by the equation: 

1= IRP(t) N(t) (5.57) 

where, I represents the output current, IR is the responivity of the detector element P(t) 

is the optical power received at time t and N (t) is the total noise at the time of detection 

of particular signal. The noise at the detection is estimated using the equation 5.57 

and equation 5.54 as to model and simulate the receiver module of the network. 

5.4 Bit Error Rate Determination 

One of the most common performance evaluation parameters in digital communication 

system is Bit Error Rate (BER). It could be defined as the ratio of erroneous bits re

ceived to the total received bit in a given period of time. There are several ways of 

measuring BER for digital signal. The most common way is to tally the number of 

errors in a given interval of time and to divide it with the total number of bit transmit

ted in that intervaL Such method needs a means to record the entire received signal 

and have the means to know the transmitted signal and compare the two. Since the 

transmitted signal has gone through the channel and is subjected to noise, we don't 

have a means to know what is the correct signal transmitted while we are at the receiver 

side. However, this problem is usually solved by means of sending a known set of data 

to the receiver (pilot signal) so that the receiver has a pre-knowledge of the sent data. 

In digital systems BER could be evaluated using the simulated equivalent of a sys

tem using computer and digital means. This doesn't exactly replicate the real system 

and it just provides a means to approximate the behavior of the actual system. The 

other means to determine the BER is by analytical and mathematical means. This is 

done by using the probability distribution function of the SNR in order to determine 

the probability of error. This is the most adopted method by many literature and 

researchers. For our discussion, we will consider this method. Basically we consider 

the BER in order to compare the performance of the two models we are considering 

in this project. In digital communication noise is usually assumed to have Gaussian 

distribution. This noise distribution is implemented to have the estimate of SNR to 

provide a certain amount of BER. In order to derive the error distribution therefore we 
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first consider the Guassian distribution given below: 

p(s) = ~exp{-[(s - m)2/2a2]} 
(TV 21f 

(5.58) 

where m is the mean of the distribution (T is the standard deviation and s represents 

the signal strength. 

In the digital signal transmission the expected values at the receiver are a signal 

level of either 0 or 1. Whenever there is error the zeros must have been changed to 1 

or the one must have been changed to O. Let us assume there is a threshold value of 

voltage above which all the received voltages are assumed to be one and all the voltage 

levels below are considered to be O. Therefore we can define the probability of receiving 

1 if the signal sent was zero, p(1/0), similarly the probability of receiving zero if the 

signal sent was 1,p(0/1). vVe define the probability of sending 1 and 0 as p(l) and p(O), 

respectively. Then, the total probability of error bits is given as : 

p(e) = p(l)p(O/l) + p(0)p(1/0). (5.59) 

Assuming the data transmitted is not biased, the probability of occurrence of 0 and 

1 are equal and yields p(O) p(l) 0.5. Now defining the threshold voltage as Vd , 

if a binary 1 sent and the noise current is negative and make the difference Vs + VN 

less than Vd , the received signal becomes binary 0 and error will occur. Similarly, if a 

binary 0 sent and the noise current is positive and Vs + VN sums up to greater than 

Vd , the received signal becomes binary 1 and error will occur. Assuming the isig is the 

peak current of the signal when the transmission is binary 1 and no signal is sent when 

the binary data is 0, and mean square noise current in both state is identical and equal 

to iN2. Hence we can rewrite Equation 5.58 as follows for both cases: 

1 
Pl(i) = _1 exp{ -[(i - isi9)2/2iN2]), (5.60) 

iN22 J2H 

Po(i) = _1
1 

exp{ -[(i - 0)2/2iN2]). 
iN22 J2H 

(5.61) 

Since the integral of such function is hard to evaluate, the customary practice is to 

rewrite the error function and it's complementary, in order to estimate the value of the 
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probability distribution function. Therefore we can write the probabilities using these 

erf and erfc as: 

p(O/l) 1[1 flisi9 iDI] 1[ flisi9-iDlj - - er 1 = - er e 1 

2 iN22 J2, 2 iN22 J2, 
(5.62) 

Similarly 

p(1/0) = 1 [1 _ er f 10 ~ iDI] = ~[er fe 10 ~ iDI] 
2 iN22J2, 2 iN22 J2, 

(5.63) 

with the assumption discussed previously where the number of O's and 1 's transmitted 

or received are equal, p(O) = p(l) 1/2, Therefore we can rewrite Equation 5.59 as: 

1 
p(e) = 2[P(0/1) + p(1/0)]. 

Substituting the results in equation 5.62 and 5.63 gives: 

( ) = ~{[~[ f lisi9 - iDI] ~[ f 10 - iDI]} p e 2 er c 1 + er e 1 • 

2 iN22 J2, 2 iN22 J2, 
(5.64) 

If we let the VD to be at the midpoint between the signal values of bit 1 and bit 0, 

which corresponds to minimum probability of errors for bits in most electrical systems, 

. we can simplify the above equation further as: 

(5.65) 

or simply: 

() 1 [ i sig 1 p e = erfc 1 • 

2 iN22J2, 

. (5.66) 

From Equations 5.49 and 5.55 we have seen that the SNR of the signal at the detector 

could be written as the ratio of the peak signal power to the mean square noise power 

current. Therefore we can replace ~ for and rewrite the above equation as: 

1 (~)~ 
BER = p(e) = -erfc( M)' 

2 2v2 
(5.67) 
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Now we can use this relationship to plot our BER graphs. 

5.4.1 BER for One Leg Input Signal Model 

Using the above discussion on the derivation of the BER, now we will proceed in deriving 

the BER for the different models of this project. For amplitude modulation case, by 

considering Equation 5.14 which define the signal strength of single leg modulator and 

Equation 5.56 which define the SNR of the receiver and inserting this relationship into 

Equation 5.67 we can obtain BER versus SNR relationship for the system under study. 

Consider i = A(ejwt ) + Aa (ej(w+n)t - ej(w-n)t) and §.. =.iL. The estimate of the 
p 2) / , N 2qlpB 

BER values for range of signal strength can be calculated for the current defined above. 

The the peak signal current is given as: 

. -jAo: 
'lsigmax = IA + -2-~ 1 (5.68) 

for 0: = 1 we can estimate the maximum signal as: 

. -jA 
'lsigmax = IA + -2- 1 = 1.118A (5.69) 

we can evaluate the BER of different SNRs using several values of 0: for electrical power 

and A for optical power strength. 

However for the general case of modulation single signal input dervied at equation 

5.23 we can determine the maximum signal by taking the estimated values from the 

coeffcients of the multiplying factor. Hence we can simplify the signal strength as: 

y' ~ A {Jo( 'f]o: )Jo( 'f],8)+2J1 ('f]a )Jo( 'f]p)+2Jo( 'f]a)J1 ('f]p)+2Jo( 'f]a )J2 ( 'f]p)+2Jo( 'f]p)J2 ( 'f]O:)}. 

(5.70) 

Using this estimation we can determine the BER for single signal input model. Different 

signal power levels could be taken to evaluate the SNR and the error function developed 

in the above section can be applied for BER plot. It is also useful to use computer 

programs to evaluate the Bessel function coefficients as well as the er f c function in 

order to plot the BER graph easily. In chapter 6 the respective BER plots are shown. 
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5.4.2 BER for Two Leg Input Signal Model 

Considering Equation 5.33 which define the signal strength of two leg modulator and 

Equation 5.56 which define the SNR of the receiver and inserting this relationship into 

Equation 5.67 we obtain the following values: The Bessel function coefficients are read 

from the table and inserted to determine the signal power strength as follows: 

ip ~ [EDC Eksin(o'lt) + E2kCOs(20'2t)]Aejwt, with: 

EDC (TJ,B) jJo(TJO:) 

Ek 2J1 (TJO:) j2J1 (TJ{3) 

E2k 2J2(TJ{3) - j2J2(TJO:)· 

As an example if we assume the voltage level for 0: {3 = IV and an MZM of biasing 

voltage 2V is choosen; then TJ = IT /2 1.57. Therefore, 

EDC = Jo(1.57{3) - jJo(1.57)0:) 10.4752 - j0.47521 

Ek = 2J1(1.570:) j2J1(1.57{3) = 11.1334 + j1.13341 

E2k = 2J2(1.57{3) j2J2 (1.570:) 10.499 - j0.4491· 

The peak signal strength now could be estimated as 

isigmax ~ 2.9806A. (5.71) 

We can evaluate the BER for the model by using different signal power levels and eval

uating the SNR and using the error function derived above. However, for the general 

case modulation of the two distinctive signal inputs dervied at Equation 5.37, we can 

determine the maximum signal strength by taking the estimated values from the coef

fcients of the multiplying factor. Hence we can simplify the signal strength as: 

(5.72) 

Again, we can determine the BER for this model by using different signal power levels 

and evaluating the SNR and using the error function derived. By comparing this 

BER with the BER for single signal input, we can determine the performance differnce 

between the two models developed in this project. The comparison of the BERs for the 

two model is provided in results section of Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6 

Simulation and Results 

6.1 Simulation Setup 

In this section the setup of the simulation, analytical and simulation results and dis

cussion have been presented. The simulation is organized first by formulating the 

mathematical model for modulation, transmission and the receiver/detector unit. The 

whole simulation process took place in MATLAB-Simulink software package. As in

dicated in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 the complete system constitutes a signal flow of 

electrical domain to optical domain and then back to electrical domain pattern. There

fore, in order to identify the two different domain signals distinctively, as well as for the 

convenience of developing simulation software, the electrical domain signals are repre

sented and simulated within the Simulink package while the optical domain signals are 

represented and processed in MATLAB development environment. Figure 6.1 shows 

the block diagram for the general flow of signals within the simulation environment. 

The simulation constitutes formulating pseudorandom digital words which represent 

the two services . The typical digital service signals and the subcarrier radio signals 

are simulated using the software package tools of the Simulink. The mixing, filtering 

and other electrical domain based processes are also incorporated within this facility. 

In the other hand the modulation of the electrical signal to light signal, the optical 

channel transmission and the optical detection model all are developed and simulated 

in MATLAB software development environment. The block diagrams at each stage 

clearly indicate each modular representation of the process involved and simulation in 

both development environments. The following flow routs indicate the direction of the 
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signal path: 

Electrical -+ Optical -+ Electrical 

Simulink -+ Matlab -+ Simulink 

.11 ELECTRICAL 

(SIMUUNK) 
--[ I 

OPTICAL 
I 

ELECTRICAL 
/ 

(MALTlAB) (SIMULINK) 

Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the signal flow for the simulation models. 

As indicated in Figures 6.2, 6.9 and 6.10, there are two kinds of simulation model 

developed in the Simulink. These models are termed as one leg and two leg model. 

The one leg model simulation is the implementation of the mathematical derivation 

of Chapter 5 Equations 5.9 to Equation 5.14 which consider a single signal input for 

the MZM. In this case, the two radio service signal are mixed together in the electrical 

domain before they are sent to modulate the optical signal. The other model which 

is specified as a two leg model is a representation of the two signals delivered sepa

rately to the MZM. These signals modulate the light wave separately and get mixed 

in the optical domain. The mathematical derivation of this model is shown in Chapter 

5 Equation 5.28 to Equation 5.32 which assume the two signal delivered separately to 

MZM. As mentioned earlier the simulation of the electrical part is considered to be 

performed in the Simulink. The two sub carrier multiplexed signal are obtained by mix

ing the 1.25Gb/s signal with 5GHz sinusoidal signal and 622Mb/s signal with 25GHz 

sinusoidal signal in Simulink modules. One of these radio signals is further mixed with 

band limited white noise with power 0.001 v rms. The simulation architecture of the 

model, simulation results and discussion of each model is provided in the following 

section respectively. All the simulation devices and tools used in Simulink integrated 

software development environment are listed in Appendix A and their respective setup 

values are indicated. 
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6.2 One Leg Modulation Scheme 

In the one leg modulation scheme the two service signals are mixed in the electrical 

domain at Simulink phase. In the Simulink model, the simulation of radio signal is 

made using Bernoulli random digital simulator by setting the amplitude to 1 volt and 

the sampling period in such a way that the generated signal represents a 622Mb/s 

random digital signal. The signal is mixed with a random white noise to simulate the 

noise persistence in the radio signals. The signal then mixed with 25GHz sinusoidal 

subcarrier signal to up convert the operating frequency of the radio range to microwave 

frequency range. Similarly, 1.25Gb/s signal is simulated using second Bernoulli digital 

word simulator and mixed with 5GHz sinusoidal subcarrier signal and the two signals 

are added together in the Simulink environment. The simulation time is carefully de

signed so that the simulation carries sufficient sample digital word from both the signal 

types. Since the simulation time for both signals take place simultaneously and exactly 

equal, care has to be taken to get sufficient samples from both types of signals. The 

length of simulation duration, simulation sample size and length of the available digital 

word pulses are indicated at respective simulation result figures. 

The sample signal then fed to the MATLAB module which represents the optical 

part of the network. At several stages of the process, the signal is routed to time and 

frequency domain scopes to observe the characteristics at each stage and to compare 

with what is expected. Figure 6.2 shows the block diagram for different modular blocks 

organized in the Simulink tool set for one leg modulation scheme. In the MATLAB 

module of simulation which represents a super continuum light source produces a con

tinuous light signal of wavelength 1550nm. In the MZM, the phase of the optical signal 

is shifted in accordance to the value of the modulating electrical signal strength which is 

driven from the Simulink stage. The mathematical derivations and equations developed 

in Chapter 5 are used to represent the MZM simulation. In the MATLAB programs 

some typical characteristics of MZM, such as the non-linearity effect has been modeled 

and included. 
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1.25 Gb/ _ _ ,,_d ....... _ ........ 

CHAPTER 6. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

eondllmlt .. d 
white-noise 

+ )=======::>=1-;11; .. ;M;; .. ';;TLA;II;;-'l 

Figure 6.2: Block diagram of the flow of signal in Simulink phase of the simulation. 

l from J Simulink 

(MZM) Matlab Matlab Matlab 
Simulation of simulation ofThe Simulation of I To 

I I Slmulnll 
The modulation lran~mlnlon Ihereteiwr 

Figure 6.3: The block diagram representation for the signal flow in the l\IATLAB modules. 
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25GHz 
sinu!IOidal 

source 

"andpa~ 
filt., 

5GHz 
linulOid.r 

source 

Outpull 

Output 2 

Figure 6.4: Block diagram for the Simulink stage following the MATLAB processes. The 
detected light signal now fed to different filter types and then the signals will 
mix to the original sinusoidal subcarrier in order to detect the transmitted 
message. 
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The two Bernoulli binary word generators as indicated in Figure 6.5 simulate two 

random binary sources with 622Mb/s and 1.25Gb/s data rate. A random binary white 

noise which simulates noise characterstic is included. The spectral output is observed 

at several stages using the B-FFT spectrum analyzer. The two signals are first mixed 

with in the Simulink stage and they are routed to MAT LAB package which simulates 

the optical stages of the process. Three MATLAB packages simulate the modulation, 

transmission and detection stages of the optical phase. Following the optical stage, the 

signals is fed back to Simulink for filtering, demodulation as well as error rate calcu

lation and signal distortion measurements. The respective Simulink devices and their 

setup values are listed in Appendix A. 

The first scope in Figure 6.6 indicates radio service 1 with 622Mb/s source digital 

word and 25GHz subcarrier Sinusoidal signal. In the second scope, the 1.25Gb/s dig

ital word with 5GHz subcarrier is shown. As indicated, 20 bits of word for 1.25Gb/s 

data rate signal require 16 nanosecond, and its 5GHz subcarrier requires 160 samples 

(O.lns/sample). For the 622Mb/s (with 1. 6 nanosecond PW) signal about 10 bits of 

words could be simulated. The third scope shows the two signals added together in the 

Simulink stage. The mathematical model developed in Chapter 5 are used to simulate 

the MZM in MATLAB. Since the amplitude modulation (OaK) is considered, the sig

nal in light domain is also zero when both the bits of the source are simultaneously zero. 
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~ 
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Figure 6.6: Time domain simulation display of the two input signals in Simulink stage . 
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Figure 6.7: Time domain simulation comparison of the two interleaved signals in Simulink 
and MATLAB stages. 
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Figure 6.8: Frequency spectrum display for the simulation of single signal input model. 
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In the spectrums display of Figure 6.8, red plots show the input/output spectrum 

of the double side band for radio service 1 with 622Mb/s source digital word and 

25GHz subcarrier sinusidial signal, while the green plots indicate the second service 

with 1.25Gb/s digital word and 5GHz sub carrier. Electrical power can be reduced at 

the simulation of the source so that the modulator can handle lower input power. The 

low power signal and power losses at the Simulink stage can be componsated by boost

ing up the power level for transmission range using amplifiers in the MATLAB stage. 

Insertion loss and attenuation can also be modeled in this stage. The blue plot in the 

middle shows the interleaved signals at the optical stage of the simulation. 

6.3 Two Leg Modulation Scheme 

In this model two radio simulation signal are both produced in the Simulink phase and 

both are fed to the MATLAB section separately. In the Simulink model, Bernoulli 

random binary word simulator is used. The first radio signal for simulation purpose 

is represented by setting the amplitude to 1 volt. The sampling period is set in such 

a way that it represents a 622Mb/s random radio digital signal. The signal is mixed 

with a random noise to simulate the noise persistence in the radio signals. The signal 

then mixed with 25GHz sinusoidal signal to up convert the operating frequency of the 

radio range to higher frequency range. Similarly the second radio signal is generated 

using another Bernoulli digital word generator and mixed with 5GHz sinusoidal signal 

and the two signals are separately provided to the MATLAB block which simulates the 

MZM. The following block diagrams represent the flow of the signals in the simulation 

modules.The respective Simulink devices and their setup values are listed in Appendix 

A. 
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622Mb/s Band limited 

Einary word + white noise 
;>\ I< 

from Bernoulli '" 

'7 
25GHz To MATlAB 
Carrier X l 

r--
;;>\ ;;::po MZMleg:l 
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Figure 6.9: Block diagram for the simulation source for radio signal 1 in Simulink. 
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Figure 6.10: Block diagram for the simulation source for radio signal 2 in Simulink. 
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The two Bernoulli binary word generators indicated in Figure 6.11 simulate a ran

dom binary source with 622Mb/s and 1.25Gb/s data rate. A random binary white noise 

which simulates noise characterstic is included. The spectral output is observed at sev

eral stages using the B-FFT spectrum analyzer. The two signals are separately sent 

to MATLAB module to get modulated with optical carrier. Three MATLAB packages 

simulate the modulation, transmission and detection stages of the optical phase. Fol

lowing the optical stage the signals are fed back to Simulink for filtering, demodulation 

as well as error rate calculation and signal distortion measurements. 

The first scope in Figure 6.12 indicates radio service 1 with 622Mb/s source digital 

word and 25GHz subcarrier sinusidial signal. In the second scope, the 1.25Gb/s digital 

word and 5GHz sub carrier is shown. As indicated in the window, 20 bits of word for 

1.25Gb/s require 16ns, its 5GHz subcarrier requires 160 samples (O.Ins/sample). Con

sidering the same length of simulation time for the 622Mb/s (with 1.6ns pulse width), 

about 10 bits of words could be simulated. 

The two signals are separately routed and modulated in the MATLAB section of 

the model. Since the mathematical equation representation of the l\1:ZM is phase mod

ulation based, the hybrid optical signal will not zero out when both the signals are 

simultaneously zero. This is different from the amplitude model we observed in the 

single signal input case. 
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Figure 6.12: Time domain simulation display of the two input signals in Simulink stages. 
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Figure 6.13: Time domain simulation display of the two input signals after optical carrier 
modulation in MATLAB simulation. 
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Figure 6.14: Frequency spectrum display for the simulation of two signal input model. 
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In the graph shown in Figure 6.14, red plots show the input/output spectrum of the 

double side band for radio service 1 with 622Mb / s source digital word and 25G Hz sub

carrier sinusidial signal, while the green plots indicate the second service with 1.25Gb/s 

digital word and 5GHz subcarrier for the two leg signal simulation case. Electrical 

power can be reduced at the simulation of the source so that the modulator can handle 

lower input power. The low power signal and power losses at the Simulink stage can be 

componsated by boosting up the power level for transmission range using amplifiers in 

the MATLAB stage. Insertion loss and attenuation can also be modeled in this stage. 

The blue plot in the middle shows the inter leaved signals at the optical stage of the 

simulation. 

6.4 BER Plots 

The BER plot is the most common performance evalution tool for digital signal trans

mission systems. Following the discusion in Chapter 5 the BERs of the two models have 

been ploted and presented in this section. Several assumption are mode to simplify the 

set up of the plots. At each steps, the assumption and discusion is provided. consider 

the Equation 5.24 derived in Chapter 5: 

where, 

A =Jo(17O:) B= Jo(17fJ) C J1(170:) 

D = J1(ryfJ) E J2 (ryo:) F Jo(ryfJ). 
In order to determine the maximum signal strength let us approximate the magnitude 

of the coefficients by: 

We use this value in order to evaluate the SNR and program the BER plot for the one 

leg input model. \\lith the same discusion, the two leg input model magnitude or-the 
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Bessel function parameters can be approximated by: 

The BER curve can be ploted using two approaches. The first approach is by con

sidering fixed parameters of the optical domain including the launching optical power 

strength. The power of the two electrical signal sources are varied in a specified pat

tern. The SNR values for various electrical domain input power can be evaluated and 

BER versus input electrical power is plotted. This approach involves determining the 

Bessel function coefficients at each stage and evaluating the maximum signal strength 

in electrical domain using the equations above. The second approach is by keeping 

the electrical domain power at a fixed level and observe the variation in SNR and 

BER for changes in the strength of the launching optical power. Both approaches are 

programmed for some selected parameters and the following result is observed and pre

sented.The two approaches doesn't give identical result however they can be used to 

compare the performance of the two models under consideration. 

In Figure 6.15, both input signals are kept at equal strength and varied uniformly. 

10~ 

10" 

ffi 10-9 
Ol 

10.12 

Plot of comparison for one leg and two leg input models 

----+- One leg 
-€l-Twoleg = .. ---

----
1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.!i 1.6 U 1.8 

Electrical input ~ltageM. both input are varying with equal rate, only quantum noise considered. 

Figure 6.15: BER plot for performance comparison of the two models with the quatum 
noise assumption. 

The values of the varying voltages are shown on the plot. The BER is determined by 
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Figure 6.16: BER plot for comparison of the two models. One of the input signal is fixed 
(a in this case ) and f3 is varying from low to high values as shown in the 
graph. 

sending 0.1l5J.lA optical signal. In this case the full wave voltage is kept at 2V. The 

responsivity of the detecor is assumed .90. For this particular measurment bandwidth is 

taken as 6GHz. The quantum noise is assumed to be the major contributer for the total 

noise at the receiver, therefore all other noise souces are assumed to be zero including 

the thermal noise. As can be observed in the graph, the two leg model is remarkabely 

better in performance for all the values at which the measurments are taken. 

The BER plot of Figure 6.16 is determined by sending fixed 0.1l5J..tA optical signal 

power. In this case the full wave voltage is kept at 2V. The responsivity of the detecor 

is considerd to be 0.90. The quantum noise is assumed to be the major contributer for 

the total noise at the receiver, therefore all other noises, including the thermal noise, are 

assumed to be zero. As can be observed in the graph, the two leg model is remarkabely 

better for all the values at which the measurments are taken. 

In Figure 6.17, both the input signals are kept at equal strength and varied uni

formly. The values of the varying voltages are shown on the plot. The BER is deter-
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Plot of comparison for one leg and two leg input models 
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Figure 6.17: BER plot for performance comparison of the two models with a: and f3 varying 
simultaneously and thermal noise assumed to be the major contributer. 

mined by sending fixed 0.115J.1,A optical signal power. In this case the full wave voltage 

is kept at 2V. The responsivity of the detecor is taken to be 0.90. For this particular 

measurment bandwidth is taken as 6GHz. The thermal noise is included in this mea

surment. To make it remarkable, thermal noise is taken 10 fold of the quantum noise. 

As can be observed in the graph that the two leg model is remarkabely better for all the 

values at which the measurments are taken. The BER has shift upward (as compared 

to the no thermal noise plot) for both models as expected from the incorporation of 

significant amount of thermal noise. 

For Figure 6.18 the values of the launching optical power are indicated in current 

unit. The BER plot is determined by sending 0.095{tA to 0.0115,uA optical signal. The 

half wave voltage is kept at 2V and the amplitude of the electrical power is kept at IV 

level. The responsivity of the detecor is considerd as 0.90. For this particular measur

ment bandwidth is taken as lOGHz. The quantum noise is assumed to be the major 

contributer for the total noise at the receiver, therefore all other noises, includingthe 

thermal noise, are assumed to be zero. The difference in the BER curves increases as 

the transmission power increases. As can be observed in the graph, the two leg model 
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Figure 6.18: BER plot for performance comparison of the two models with no thermal 
noise. Both the input signals are kept at equal strength and fixed electrical 
power level. 

is remarkabely better for all the values at which the measurments are taken. 

For Figure 6.19 the values of the launching optical power are indicated in unit of 

current. The BER is determined by sending 0.521tA to O.72ItA optical signal power. The 

half wave voltage is kept at 2V and the amplitude of the electrical power is kept at IV 

level. The responsivity of the detecor is assumed 0.90. For this particular measurment 

bandwidth is taken as lOGHz. The thermal noise is included in this measurment. To 

creat a remarkable difference, thermal noise is assumed to be 10 fold of the quantum 

noise. As can be observed in the graph that the two leg model is remarkabely better 

for all the values of launching optical power at which the measurments are taken. The 

difference in the BER curves increases as the transmission power increased. The BER 

has shift upward (as compared to the no thermal noise plot) for both models as expected 

from the incorporation of significant amount of thermal noise. 
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Figure 6.19: BER plot for performance comparison of the two models with thermal noise. 
Both the input signals are kept at equal strength and fixed electrical power 
level. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

7.1 Conclusion 

Optical fiber network is the solution for the futuristic high bandwidth demand. Sev

eral network services are supported by fiber optic links. FTTH extends the coverage 

of optical fibers from central station to home of subscriber. In order to make use of 

large band width capability of optical fiber, baseband services of cable TV, Internet and 

home phone are now provided by fiber optic networks through FTTH systems. The de

velopment of PON and its standardization activated the development and deployment 

of FTTH. RoF is another attractive application of fiber optic networks. RoF facilitates 

wireless access by exploiting the large bandwidth capacity of optical fiber and reducing 

the number of expensive wireless devices involved. RoF takes the low attenuation ad

vantage of fiber optics and could be applied to less accessible and obstructed areas. 

Integrating two or more network services has the benefit of reusing the deployed 

infrastructure for additional services and reduces overhead cost for each deployment 

and operation. Hybrid access network of integrated RoF and FTTH have a high pos

sibility of driving future network trend. It reduces network implementation cost for 

service providers as wired and wireless services are delivered through same fiber net

work providing high network availability to meet future customer demands. Integrating 

of these services involves interleaving the service signals, modulating to optical carrier, 

transmitting the interleaved signal, detecting at the remote station and separating the 

different components at the destinations. 
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Motivated by the integration of FTTH and RoF systems, this project has been put 

together, developed and accomplished simulation of integrating two optical based ser

vices. The simulation set up required a thorough understanding both Simulink and 

MATLAB software packages. It is observed that the signal source simulators, mixing 

simulators, filtering simulators and other process simulating devices have to be pro

grammed precisely in order to get a meaningful result. The signal source simulators 

have to be adjusted for sample size that is large enough to observe the expected re

sult. However, too much samples from these simulators might increase the computer 

processing load and lead to extremely extended simulation time. 

Since the Simulink simulation for several processes took place simultaneously, both 

the service signals simulated had always been ON for the same span of signal time. 

In this project care had been taken to specify the time span that is large enough to 

accommodate the width of both the signals required for the simulation purpose. Real 

time simulation for the three phase processes(Simulink -+ MATLAB -+ Simulink) is 

unachievable as the modulation of optical signal requires extremely large sample size 

in the MATLAB stage. This is due to the fact that the optical signal frequency is in 

the range of 100THz while the electrical signal is in a few GHz range. So modulating 

the optical signal by electrical signal requires the multiplication of the electrical signal 

sample by a factor of 100,000. This causes extremely large sample requirement at the 

MAT LAB stage. In order to cope up this problem, the low pass signal equivalent for 

optical carrier is assumed. This can effectively reduce the sample size of the simulation 

processes. 

In this project two models for the modulation of optical signal by electrical messages 

has been developed. Two mathematical equations that represent each MZM modula

tion have been formulated and provided. In order to compare the models performance, 

BER plots for each model at different scenarios of input was built. The BER plots in

dicated that the two leg input model is better in performance for all sets of input signal 

characteristics considered. Moreover, the mathematical derivation shows that one leg 

input model constitute several frequency components other than the actual message 

signal frequencies. This in turn causes additional interferences within the optical fiber 
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as a consequence of dispersion. 

This project can also be extended to compare the effect of change with performance 

of two power launching schemes in the RoF system. It can be used as comparing the 

two models with two separate services, by keeping the optical power level at a constant 

value and changing the electrical signal strength and determining for the optimal op

erational requirement. In the other case, it can be used to compare the two models 

by keeping all the input electrical signals at a fixed power level and look for optimal 

operation scenarios by changing the optical power strength and other important design 

parameters in the optical configuration. 

7.2 Future Work 

For future works, the simulation result can be enhanced by better implementation of 

the capabilities of Simulink and MATLAB, especially in RF-communication tool kits. 

I also suggests that simulation work could be better handled by dedicated optical sim

ulation software. Closer investigation can be done to find out whether SSB or DSB 

can handle the modulation better. In other words, instead of using DSB, it is desirable 

. to see if using SSB modulation schemes for both models might reduce the difference 

between the two model performances and yield a better comparison schedule. Since 

SSB consideration reduce the dispersion effect and increase the spectral efficiency, it 

would be a better consideration for single leg model as it suffers the most by dispersion 
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Appendix A 

Simulink Devices and Tools Setup 

1) 622.Mb/s digital signal simulator: 

Bernoulli binary generator 1 

Probability of zero = 0.25 

Initial seed = 61 

Sample time = 1.6077e-9 

Interpret vector parameter select 

Output data type = double 

2) Band limited white noise simulator: 

Noise power = [0.001] 

Sample time = 0.1 

Seed = 61 

Interpret vector parameter = select 

3) 25GHz carrier sinusoidal simulator:} 

Waveform = sine 

Time(t) = use simulation time 

Amplitude = 1 

Frequency 25e9 

Unit Hertz 

Interpret vector parameter = select 

Adder uses sample time inherited (-1 selected) 

4) Mixers: 

Number of input = 2 

Sample time = Se-12 

5) 1.25Gb/s digital signal simulator: 

Bernoulli binary generator 2 



Probability of zero 0.25 

Initial seed = 61 

Sample time = 8e-l0 

Interpret vector parameter = select 

Output data type double 

6) 5GHz carrier sinusoidal simulator: 

Waveform = sine 

Time(t) = use simulation time 

Amplitude 1 

Frequency 5e9 

Unit = Hertz 

Interpret vector parameter = select 

7) Eye diagram scope: 

Sample per symbol = 8 

Offset 0 

Symbol per trace = 1 

8) B-FFT display 

Spectrum units dBmlHertz 

Spectrum type two sided(-Fs/2 ... Fs/2) 

Buffer input = on 

Buffer size 128 

Display property = Show grid! frame number 

Axis property = inherit sample time/OHz offset 

Frequency display time = Auto 

Min = 150dBm 

Max=Odbm 

Magnitude = square dB 
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Appendix B 

MATLAB Codes 

Program I. One leg input MZM simulation program 

%=================================================================== 
% 
% MA TLAB Program Simulation for one leg MZM 
% By Y onas Endailalu 
% Ryerson University 
%==================================================================% 

% Basic definition for variables and constants 

c = 2.99793E8; % speed of light 
q = 1.60218E-19; % charge of electron 
h = 6.62566E-34; % Plank's constant 
Kb = 1.38054E-23; % Boltzman's constant 
lambda = 1552e-9; 

%================================================================== 
Imported data from simulink 

%================================================================== 

% Importing radio 1 simulation result data 
SR = load('onelegdata.mat') 
oneleg_time = SR.oneleg.Time; 
oneleg_ data = SR.oneleg.Data; 
oneleg_length = length(SR.oneleg. Time); 

% Importing radio 2 simulation result data 
SB = load('onelegbasedata1.mat') 
Baseband_time = SB.onelegbase.Time; 
Baseband_data = SB.onelegbase.Data; 
Baseband_length = length(SB.onelegbase. Time); 

%================================================================== 
% oneleg signal extractor 

oneleg_word = zeros(l,20); 

for k = I: 20; 
for i = ((k-I)*200)+1 : k*200 
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Temp = SRoneleg.Data(i); 
Ave = mean(abs(Temp»; 
if (Ave <= 0.075); 

oneleg_ word(k) = 0; 
elseif(Ave >:;;;; 0.075 && Ave <= .8) 

one leg_ word(k) :;;;; 1; 

end 

else 
oneleg_ word(k) :;;;; 2; 

end 

end 

% =:;;;;:;;;;=====:;;;;:;;;;======:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;=:;;;;===:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;=:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;========:;;;;:;;;;=:;;;;:;;;;==============:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;== 
% oneleg Radio 1 signal extractor 

onelegbase _word = zeros(1 ,20); 

for k 1: 20; 

end 

for i = «k-l)*200)+1 : k*200 
Temp = SB.onelegbase.Data(i); 
Ave = mean(abs(Temp); 
if (Ave <= 0.1); 

else 
onelegbase _ word(k) = 1; 

end 

end 

%:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;===========:;;;;:;;;;==============================:;;;;:;;;;===:=:;;;;:;;;;===:;;;;:;;;;=:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;= 
% Radio 2 signal extractor 
Radio_word = zeros(1, 10); 

fork 1:10; 
Ave (oneleg_ word(2 *k -1 )+oneleg_ word(2 *k) )/2; 
if (Ave >= 1.2) 

Radio_word(k) = 1; 
elseif (Ave == 1) 

if( onelegbase _ word(2 *k -1) 0); 
Radio _ word(k) = 1; 

end 
else 
Radio _ word(k) = 0; 

end 
end 

%==========:;;;;:;;;;=====:;;;;:;;;;=======================:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;===================== 
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%================================================================== 
time = [0: le-14 :9.99999ge-8]; 
time _ elec = oneleg_ time; 
timeJight [0: le-12 :9.99ge-9]; 
freq = cllambda; 
fre~elecl= 25e+9; 
fre~ elec2= 5e+9; 
fre~light= c/lambda; 
light_wave zeros(l,length(time Jight»; 
light_ wave2 zeros(l,length(time _light»; 
Elec_wavel = 1 *exp(li*fre~elecl *time_elec); 
Elec_wave2 1 *exp(li*fre~elec2*time_elec); 
light_wave = 2*exp(li*fre~light*timeJight); 
El 1 *exp(li*freq*time_elec); 
Elecl = Elec_wavel; 
Elec2 = Elec _ wave2; 
wordl = oneleg_ word; 
word2 = Radio_word; 
word3 = onelegbase _word; 
count! = length(time_elec)/length(wordl); 
count2 = length(timeJight)/length(wordl); 

for k = 1:10; 

if (word2(k) == 1) 

if(word3(2*k-l)= 1) 
for i = (2*(k-l»*countl+l : (2*k-l)*countl ; 
j = i; 
EleclG) = Elec_wave1 G)*exp(li*pi); 
Elec2(j) = Elec_ wave2(j)*exp(li*pi); 
for p = (2*(k-l»*count2+1 : (2*k-l)*count2; 
q=p; 

light_ wave2(q) (5/(2* li»*( exp(li*(freqJight+ ... 
fre~elecl+fre~elec2)* time_light(q»-exp ... 
(li*(fre~light-fre~elecl-fre~elec2)* ... 
time Jight( q»); 

end 
end 

else 
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end 

for i = (2*(k-I»*countl + 1 : (2*k-I)*countl ; 
j = i; 
EleclG) = Elec_wave1 G)*exp(li*pi); 
Elec2G) Elec _ wave2G)*exp(l i *pi); 
for p = (2*(k-l»*count2+1 : (2*k-l)*count2; 
q=p; 

light_ wave2(q) (5/(2* li»*( exp(li*(freCLlight+ ... 
freCLe1ecl)* timeJight(q»-exp(li*(freCLlight

freCL e1ec 1 )*time Jight( q)); 

end 
end 

end 

if(word3(2*k)== I) 
for i = (2*k-I)*countl + 1 : (2*k)*count1; 
j i; 
EleclG) = Elec_wavelG)*exp(li*pi); 
Elec2G) = Elec_wave2G)*exp(li*pi); 
for p = (2*k-I)*count2+1 : (2*k)*count2; 
q =p; 

light_wave2(q) = (5/(2*li»*(exp(li*(freCLlight+ .. . 
freCL elec1 +freCL elec2 )*time _light( q) )-exp( Ii * .. . 

(freCLlight-freCL elec1-freCL elec2)*time _light( q)); 
end 

end 
else 

for i = (2*k-l)*countl + 1 : (2*k)*count1; 
j = i; 
EIec1G) = Elec_wavelG)*exp(li*pi); 
Elec2G) Elec _ wave2G)* exp(l i *pi); 
forp = (2*k-1)*count2+1 : (2*k)*count2; 
q=p; 

light_wave2(q) = (5/(2*1i)*(exp(li*(freCLlight+freCLelec1)* ... 
time _light( q)-exp(1 i *(freCLlight-freCL elec1 )*time _light( q)); 

end 

end 
end 

if (word2(k) == 0) 
% 

================================================================== 

if(word3(2*k-l) = 1) 
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for i = (2*(k-l»*count1+1 : (2*k-l)*countl; 
j = i; 
Elec 1 (j) Elec _wave 1 (j)*exp( Ii *pi); 
Elec2(j) = Elec _ wave2(j)*exp( 1 i *pi); 
forp (2*(k-l»*count2+1: (2*k-l)*count2; 
q =p; 

light_wave2(q) = (5/(2* Ii»*(exp(Ii*(freqJight+ ... 
fre~ elec2)*time _light( q»-exp(l i*(fre~light. .. 
-fre~elec2)*time_light(q»); 

end 
end 

else 
for i = (2*(k-l»*countl +1 : (2*k-l)*count1; 
j = i; 
Elecl(j) Elec_ wave1(j)*exp(1i*pi); 
Elec2(j) Elec _ wave2G)*exp(1 i *pi); 
for p = (2*(k-1»*count2+ 1 : (2*k-l)*count2; 
q =p; 

light_wave2(q) = (exp(li*(fre~light)* ... 
time _light( q»-exp(li*(fre~light)*time _light( q»); 

end 
end 

end 
if(word3(2*k)== 1) 

for i = (2*k-l)*countl+l : (2*k)*countl; 
j = i; 
Elecl(j) = Elec_wavel(j)*exp(Ii*pi); 
Elec2(j) = Elec _ wave2(j)*exp( 1 i *pi); 
forp = (2*k-1)*count2+1 : (2*k)*count2; 
q p; 

light_wave2(q) = (5/(2*Ii»*(exp(li*(fre~light. .. 
+fre~ elec2)*time _light( q»-exp(li* ... 
(fre~light-fre~ elec2)*time _light( q»); 

end 
end 

else 
for i (2*k-l)*countl +1 : (2*k)*count1; 
j = i; 
Elecl(j) = Elec_wavel(j)*exp(li*pi); 
Elec2(j) = Elec _ wave2(j)*exp(1 i *pi); 
forp = (2*k-1)*count2+1 : (2*k)*count2; 
q =p; 

light_ wave2( q) = 0; 
end 

end 
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end 
end 

end 

%================================================================== 

Eout Elec2 + Elec wavel; 
light_ wave3 = light_wave + light_ wave2; 
%plot(time_elec, Eout, 'g',time_elec, Elec_ wave, 'r' ... 
% ,time_elec, Elec2, 'b'); 

% plot(time_elec, Elec2, 'h'); 
plot(time_light, light_wave2, 'h'); 

axis([O le-8 -8 8]); 
fft(light_ wave2); 

Program II, Two leg input MZM simulation program 

% 
% 
% 
% 

MA TLAB Program Simulation for two leg MZM 
By Y onas Endailalu 
Ryerson University 

% Basic definition for variables and costants 

c 2.99793E8; % speed oflight 
q = 1.60218E-l9; % charge of electron 
h = 6.62566E-34; % Plank's constant 
Kb 1.38054E-23; % Boltzman's constant 
lambda = 1552e-9; 

= 

%================================================================== 
Imported data from simulink 

%================================================================== 
% Importing radio 1 simulation result data 

SR = loadCtwolegradioldata.mat') 
twolegradio _time = SR.twolegradio. Time; 
twolegradio _data = SR.twolegradio.Data; 
twolegradio _length = length(SR.twolegradio.Time); 

% Importing radio 2 simulation result data 
SB = load('twolegradio2data.mat') 
twolegbaseband _time = SB.twolegbase. Time; 
twolegbase _data = SB.twolegbase.Data; 
twolegbase_length = length(SB.twolegbase.Time); 
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%================================================================== 
% twoleg signal extractor 

twolegradio _word zeros( 1,10); 

for k = 1: 10 

end 

for i = «k-l)*400)+1 : k*400 
Temp = SR.twolegradio.Data(i); 
Ave mean(abs(Temp»; 
if (Ave <= 0.075); 

twolegradio _ word(k) = 0; 
else 

twolegradio _ word(k) 1; 
end 

end 

% ================================================================== 
% oneleg radio I signal extractor 

twolegbase _word = zeros( 1 ,20); 

% 

for k = I: 20; 

end 

for i = «k-I)*128)+1 : k*200 
Temp = SB.twolegbase.Data(i); 
Ave = mean(abs(Temp»; 
if (Ave <= 0.1); 

else 
twolegbase_word(k) = I; 

end 

end 

%================================================================== 
time = [0: le-14 :9.99999ge-8]; 

time_elec = twolegbaseband_time; 
time_light = [0: le-12 :9.99ge-9]; 
freq c/lambda; 
fre'Lelecl= 25e+9; 
fre'L elec2= 5e+9; 
fre'Llight= c/lambda; 
light_wave = zeros(l,length(time_Iight»; 
light_ wave2 = zeros(l,length(time_light»; 
Elec_ wavel = 1 *exp(H*fre'Lelecl *time_elec); 
Elec _ wave2 = 1 *exp(l i *fre'L elec2 * time _ elec); 
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light_wave = 2*exp(li*fre~light*time_light); 
EI = 1 *exp(li*freq*time_elec); 
Elec1 Elec wave I; 
Elec2 = Elec _ wave2; 

word2 = twolegradio word; 
word3 twolegbase _word; 
countl = length(time_elec)/length(wordl); 
count2 = length( time_light )/length( word I); 

%================================================================== 

for k 1:10; 
% 

=========================================================~====== 

if (word2(k) == I) 
% 

================================================================== 

if(word3(2*k-l)= 1) 
for i = (2*(k-l»*count1+1 : (2*k-l)*countl ; 
j i; 
Elec1G) = Elec_wave1 G)*exp(1i*pi); 
Elec2G) = Elec _ wave2G)*exp(1 i *pi); 
forp = (2*(k-l))*count2+1 : (2*k-l)*count2; 
q p; 

light_ wave2(q) (5/(2* 1 i)*(exp(1i*(freqJight+ .. . 
fre~ elec 1 +fre~ e1ec2)* time _light( q) )-exp( 1 i .. . 
*(fre~light-fre~e1ecl-fre~e1ec2)* ... 
time _light( q)); 

end 
end 

else 
for i (2*(k-l»*countl+l: (2*k-l)*countl ; 
J 1; 
EleclG) = Elec wave IG)*exp(1 i*pi); 
Elec2(j) Elec _ wave2G)*exp(1 i *pi); 
for p = (2*(k-l»*count2+ 1 : (2*k-l)*count2; 
q =p; 

light_ wave2(q) (5/(2* li»*( exp(li*(fre~light+ .. . 
fre~e1ec1)* time_light(q)-exp(li*(fre~light-.. . 
fre~ elec 1 )*time _light( q)); 
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% 

end 

end 
end 

if(word3(2*k)== 1) 
for i = (2*k-l)*countl + 1 : (2*k)*countl; 
j = i; 
Elecl(j) = Elec_wavel (j)*exp(1 i*pi); 
Elec2(j) = Elec _ wave2(j)*exp( 1 i *pi); 
forp = (2*k-l)*count2+1 : (2*k)*count2; 
q =p; 

light_wave2(q) = (5/(2*li»*(exp(li*(freqJight+ ... 
fre~ elec 1 +fre~ elec2)* time _light( q) )-exp ... 
(1i*(fre~light-fre~elec1-fre~elec2)* ... 
time_light(q»); 

end 
end 

else 
for i = (2*k-l)*countl +1 : (2*k)*countl; 
j = i; 
Elec1 (j) = Elec _wave 1 (j)*exp(1 i *pi); 
Elec2(j) = Elec _ wave2(j)*exp(1 i *pi); 
for p = (2*k-1)*count2+ 1 : (2*k)*count2; 
q=p; 

light_wave2(q) = (5/(2*li»*(exp(1i*(fre~light+ .. . 

end 
end 

fre~ elecl)* time _light(q»-exp(1i*(fre~light-.. . 
fre~ elec1 )*time _light( q»); 

end 
end 

if (word2(k) == 0) 

===~============================================================= 

if(word3(2*k-l)= 1) 
for i = (2*(k-l»*countl+l : (2*k-l)*countl; 
j = i; 
Elecl(j) = Elec_ wavel(j)*exp(li*pi); 
Elec2(j) = Elec _ wave2(j)*exp(1 i *pi); 
for p = (2*(k-l»*count2+ 1 : (2*k-l)*count2; 
q=p; 

light_wave2(q) = (5/(2*li»*(exp(1i*(fre~light+ ... 
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end 
end 

fre<L elec2)*time _light( q»-exp(l i *(fre<Llight... 
- fre<Lelec2)*time_light(q»); 

end 
end 

else 
for i = (2*(k-l»*count1+1 : (2*k-l)*count1; 
J 1; 
Elec 1 (j) Elec _wave 1 (j)*exp(l i *pi); 
Elec2(j) Elec_ wave2(j)*exp(li*pi); 
forp (2*(k-l»*count2+1: (2*k-l)*count2; 
q =p; 

light_wave2(q) = (exp(li*(fre<Llight)* ... 
time _light( q»-exp(l i*(fre<Llight)*time _light( q»); 

end 
end 

end 
if(word3(2*k)= 1) 

for i (2*k-l)*count1+1: (2*k)*countl; 
j i; 
Elec 1 (j) Elec _wave 1 (j)*exp( 1 i *pi); 
Elec2(j) Elec_ wave2(j) *exp(1 i*pi); 
for p (2 *k-l )*count2+ 1 : (2*k)*count2; 
q =p; 

light_wave2(q) = (5/(2*li»*(exp(1i*(fre<Llight+ ... 
fre<Lelec2)*time_light(q»-exp(li*(fre<Llight... 
-fre<L elec2)*time _light( q»); 

end 
end 

else 
for i = (2*k-l)*countl +1 : (2*k)*countl; 
j = i; 
Elec1(j) = Elec_wavel(j)*exp(li*pi); 
Elec2(j) Elec _ wave2(j)*exp(l i *pi); 

forp (2*k-l)*count2+1: (2*k)*count2; 
q p; 

light_ wave2( q) 0; 
end 

end 
end 

%================================================================= 

Eout = Elec2 + Elec _wave 1 ; 
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light_ wave3 = light_wave + light_ wave2; 
%plot(time _ elec, Eout, 'g',time _ elec, Elec _wave, 'r' ... 
% ,time elec, Elec2, 'h'); 

% plot(time _ elec, Elec2, 'b'); 
plot( time_light, light_ wave2, 'h' ); 

axis([O le-8 -8 8]); 
fft(light_ wave2); 

Program III - BER PLOTTING PROGRAM 

% 
% MATLAB Program for the BER plot For MZM comparison 
% By Y onas Endailalu 
% Ryerson University = 
%=================================================================== 

% Input voltage sample array for alpha and beta 

One = [1 1; 1.2; 1.2; 1.4 1.4; 1.6 1.6; 1.8 1.8]; 

% Input value for half wave voltage (V-pi) 

Vyi=2; 

%================================================================== 
eta = piN yi % coefficient of phase change 
Ml = 0; a_one O;b_one 0; c_one = 0; d_one = 0; e_one = 0; Cone 0; 

% Bessel function evaluation for the six coefficient parameters 
fori =1:5; 

a_one(i) = besselj(O, eta*One(i, 1» 
b_one(i) = besselj(O, eta*One(i,2» 
c_one(i):;:: besselj(l, eta*One(i, 1» 
d_one(i):;:: besselj(l, eta*One(i,2» 
e_one(i) = besselj(2, eta*One(i,l» 
Cone(i) = besselj(2, eta*One(i,2» 
Ml(i) =sqrt«a_one(i)*b_one(i»"2+(2*c_one(i)*b_one(i)}"2 + (2* a_one(i) ... 

*d _ one(i»"2 +(2*a _ one(i)*C one(i»"2+(2*b __ one(i)*e _ one(i»"2) 
M2(i) =sqrt«a_one(i)}"2+(2*c_one(i»"2 + (2* e_one(i)}"2 +(b_one(i)}"2+ ... 

(2*Cone(i)}"2+(2*d __ one(i)}"2) 
end; 
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ip_A = Ml *1.38e-7;% Input optical current 
ip_B M2*1.38e-7;% Input optical current 
SNR_A ip_A/(1.4142 *1.6e-19*6e9); %SNR calculation 
SNR_B = ip_B/(1.4142*1.6e-19*6e9); %SNR calculation 
SNR_dBA = 10*logI0(SNR_A); 
SNR_dBB 1O*logI0(SNR_B); 
BER_A = (l/2)*(erfc«(SNR_A)."O.5)/(2*sqrt(2»»; %BER calculation 
BER_B = (l/2)*(erfc«(SNR_B)."O.5)/(2*sqrt(2»»;%BER calculation 
fori 1:5; 

A _ new(i) = One(i); 
B _ new (i) One(i,2); 

end; 
semilogy( Ayew, BE~A, '-*', B_new, BER_B, '-0') 
grid on 
legend ('One leg', 'Two leg') 
xlabelCElectrical input voltage[V], both input are varying with equal') ... 

Crate, only quantum noise considered.'); 
ylabel('BER'); 
title(,Plot of comparison for one leg and two leg input models'); 

legend ( 'One leg', Two leg') 
xlabelCElectrical input voltage[V], both input are varying with equal rate'); 
ylabel('BER'); 
titleCPlot of comparison for one leg and two leg input models'); 
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Appendix C 

Bessel Function of the First Kind 

J " lX) 

1 

0 .8 

0 . 6 

0.4 

I 0. 2 

- 0. 2 

-0 .4 

The Bessel fu nctions of the fi rst kind J" (x)are defined as the solutions to the Bessel differential equation 

which are nonsingular at the origin. They are someti J.es also called cylinder functions or cylindrical 

harmonics . The above plot shows J" Ll) for Il = 0, 1, 2, ... , 5. The notation J. J1 was first used by Hansen 

(1843) and subsequently by SchlOmilch (1 857) to denote what is now written J II (L:)(Watson 1966, 

p. 14). However, Hansen's definition of the function itself in terms of the generating function 

~. U-I l l ! = I t'l J" (:: ). 

is the same as the modern one (Watson 1966, p. 14). Bessel used the notation 41 
to denote what is now 

called the Bessel function of the first kind (Cajori 1993, vol. 2, p. 279). 

The Bessel function J II (.::) can also be defined by the contour intebTfal 

xv 

(1 ) 

(2) 



J (c) = _1_ J: . .f~/2111-I/I) /-n-l d t 
It~ 2]'(iJ • 

where the contour encloses the origin and is traversed in a counterclockwise direction (Artken 1985, 

p.416). 

The Bessel function of the first kind is implemented in Alathematica as BesselJ[nu, z]. 

To solve the differential equation, apply Frobcnius method using a series solution of the form 

00 ~ 

k ~ n ~ n+k .\' = X £...J an x ;;; £...J .In .t • 

n=O n=O 

Plugging into ( I) yields 

"" .x'l M IX" 

xl I>k + tl)(k + 11 - 1) a lt .t'~+It-l + X .l)k + tI) a lt xk+II-1 + .Il L alt X
k+

1I 
- m.! Lan .rl!+k ;;; 0 

n=0 ,,=0 n=O n=O 
~ 00 L (k + lI)(k + II - 1) an .tA

+
n + L (x + 11) an -tk+n 

_0 _0 

00 ro 

~ k+n .2 ~ ,,+.10 0 + £...J a,,-2 .r - m L...J (III X =. 
11=1 11=0 

The indicial equation, obtained by setting II = 0, is 

[ 'I ( , ') ao k (k - 1) + k - m- = au ~k- - nC = O. 

Since aois defined as the first nonzero term, k
2 -11,2 = 0, so k = ±m. Now, if k = 111, 

00 00 

I ((m + tI) (m + n - I) + (m + 11) - m21 an .e"+1t + .L:an-l .tilt+n ;:;: 0 
n=O It=.! 
'" ~ .L: [(m + !ii - l1il all .e"+n + L .In-l .tIIP+n ;:;: 0 

n=O It=.! 

"" '" ~(2 ) l.II'+n~ m+no £...In m + II all -t + £...Jan-2 x = 
n=O It=! 

"" 
al (2m+ I)xm

+
1 + L[an II (2m + Ii) + ClI1_.21.t

m
+

1t =0. 
,,=2 

First, look at the special case m = -1/2, then (I I) becomes 

xvi 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 



so 

,.", 

Iran II (11 - 1) + 0 11-2) xm
+

1I = O. 
n=l 

all = - ( 1 GII-2· 
II 11 - ) 

Now let II =:2J, where 1=1,2, .... 

- 21(2/ - 1) Gll-2 

(-Ii 
~--~ __ ~~-=--~~~~Go 
(21(2/-1)1I2(/-l)(2/-3)]···(2·}·1I 

(-If 
-----ao, 
21 I! (2 J - I)!! 

which, using the identity i J! (2 t - I)l! = (21)!, gives 

Similarly, letting 11 == 21 + 1, 

1 (-If 
011 .. 1 =-(21+ 1)(21)a1l

-
1 = (21(2/+ 1»)[2(/-1)(21-1)] ... (2.1.3111] al. 

which, using the identity i I! (21 + 1)!! = (21 + I)!, gives 

(-1)' (-Ii 
{l1I+1 = 2/ l! (21+ I)l! a, = (2/+ I)! Ut· 

Plugging back into (4) with k. = m = -1 /2gives 

;;: 

;;: 

;;: 
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(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 



:;:; 
t-ll2[a ~(-lY 21 ~ (-If 21+1] 
. IJ L.... I)' X + al L.... (2 I! x 

1=0' 1=0 I + ). 
:;:; x-II! (ao cos x + al sin x). 

The Bessel functions of order ± 1/2are therefore defined as 

1-1/2 (x) 

so the general solution for 111 = ± 1 /lis 

jJ;'l - cosx 
.iLl 

J 2 sin"" 
lLr 

Now, consider a general m:/= -1/2. Equation (20) requires 

at(2m+I)=0 

[an n (2 m + 11) + a /f-2] xlJ!'+Jr = 0 

for II = 2, 3, .'" so 

:;:; o 
- an-, 

1/ (2m +11) -

for 11 = 2, 3, .... Let II == 21 + 1, where I = I, 2, ... , then 

- (21+ 1)[2(m+l)+ 1) a21-1 

... =!(n,m)al =0, 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

where! (fl, mns the function of land mobtained by iterating the recursion relationship down to al. Now 

let 11 == 2/, where I = I, 2, ... , so 

- a,~, 
21 (2 111 + 2 1) - -

1 
- a'I_' 

41(m+l) - -

xviii 

(34) 

(35) 



(_1)1 

= -----,---..,.-----:--::---:-..,.-----:-:- ao· 
[4 I (m + /)/ (4 (l - 1 HI/I + I - 1)J ... [4, (m + 1) I (36) 

Plugging back into (11), 

~ (\."'i 00 

= 
L alt xlt+m = L a lt Xlf+m + L an x n

+ll1 

n=O ",=135... n=O .. LL .. 
(37) 

'" 00 

'\" 2/+111+1 '\" 2/+m 
~a2l+1 .r + ~a2l_t (38) = 
1=0 1=0 

ro (-I)' . 
~'\" ~ 
~ [41 (m + I» [4 (1- 1) (m + /- 1»)··, (4 (m + 1)1 (39) 

= 

ro [(-1)' III (m - 1) '" q .tH+m 

at) ~ [4 I (m + /) J [4 (/ - 1) (m + J - 1)1 .. , [4 (m + 1) III • (40) 

L"" (-If ml 2/+111 
ao) x. 

1=0 2-1 I! (m + I)! 

Now define 

(42) 

where the factorials can be generalized to gamma functions for nonintegral m. The above equation then 

becomes 

(43) 

Returning to equation (11) and examining the case k = -m, 

"" 
al (1 - 2m) + L[a}f II (11- 2m) + all_2)xn

-m = o. 
n=l 

(44) 

However, the sign of mis arbitrary, so the solutions must be the same for +mand -m. We are therefore 

free to replace -mwith -Iml, so 

"" 
al (1 + 21m!) + L (an /I (n + 21ml) + an-2J x\ntl+lt = O. 

n=2 
(45) 
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and we obtain the same solutions as before, but with mreplaced by Iml. 

L:"" (-Ii .. lHI1I I 
, for Iml *' -_" 

1=0 221+~rlll! (Iml + 1)1 • 

Jm (,)= J 2 cos., 
ILl 

J 2 sinx 
JLr 

for m = -! 
1 

form =~. 

\Ve can relate JII1 'l~nd J-m (r)(when mis an integer) by writing 

L:"" (-Ii, I-m 
J-m (x) = .c . 

1=0 221
-

111 I! (1- m)! 

Now let 1= r + m. Then 

= 

::; 

But I'! = oofor /' ;: -111 • •••• -I, so the denominator is infinite and the terms on the left are zero. We 

therefore have 

(-IY" J", (t:). 

Note that the Bessel ditTerential equation is second-order, so there must be two linearly independent 

solutions. We have found both only for Iml = 1/2. For a general nonintegral order, the independent 

solutions are Jmand J-m. When mig an integer, the general (real) solution is of the form 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

where Jmis a Bessel function ofthe first kind, }~(a.k.a. Nm) is the Bessel function of the second ,kind 

(a.k.a. Neumann function or Weber function), and CI and C2are constants. Complex solutions are given 
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by the Hankel functions (a.k.a. Bessel functions of the third kind). 

The Bessel functions are orthogonal in [0, alaccording to 

(53) 

where O'I·mis the mth zero of J l'and 6'lfnis the Kronecker delta (Arfken 1985, p. 592). 

Except when 2 mis a negative integer, 

(54) 

where r '{Hs the gamma function and Mom is a Whittaker function. 

In terms of a confluent hypcrgcometric function of the first kind, the Bessel function is written 

(~ :t ( I , 
Jv (:)= r(v+ 1) 0 Fl v + 1: -;j :-). (55) 

A derivative identity for expressing higher order Bessel functions in terms of J'J (';:~s 

1n (.;:) = i" Tn (i :.;:) 10 (.:), (56) 

where Tn (':~s a Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. Asymptotic forms for the Bessel functions are 

(57) 

for z «: land 

(58) 

for Z » 1m
2 

- I / 41c correcting the condition of Abramowitz and Stegun 1972, p. 364). 

A derivative identity is 
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An integral identity is 

I' CI' 10 (II') d CI' = II 11 (1I). 

Some sum identities are 

"" L 1d x)=1 
1=--00 

(which follows from the generating function (4) with 1= 1), 

00 

1 = [10 (t)f + 2 L[l!.; ~r)f 
k=1 

(Abramowitz and Stegun 1972, p. 363), 

.... 
1 = 10 (x) + 2 Lll.(: (x) 

1=1 

(Abramowitz and Stegun 1972, p. 361), 

In 00 

0= .L: (-1 f 111. (z) hrt-k (z) + 2 .L: lk (z) hlt+" (z) 
11.=0 k=1 

for 11;;:: I(Abramowitz and Stegun 1972, p. 361), 

If "" 

lit (2z) = L1k (z)ln-k (d + 2 L: (-If lJ.; (:)1,,+.1: (z) 
4=0 k=1 

(Abramowitz and Stegun 1972, p. 361), and the Jacobi-Anger expansion 

"" 
t/.t<.:iJs8= .L: l'ln(z)i n8• 

"=-('10 

which can also be written 
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(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 



"" 
el ~ ":0-,./1 == Jo (d + 2 L>"" In (z) cos (II 0). 

Jr= I 

The Bessel function addition theorem states 

"', 
JIf (., +:) = L Jm (l')J"-IlI (;;:;). 

Various integrals can be expressed in terms of Bessel functions 

which is Bessel's first integral, 

= i; [1.t""SIi cos (II 0) d 0 

= 

.c: 11-12 lor - , , ... , 

2 _IT [.'2 .. ., 
J" (;;:;) == - 2 1 II sin-It 1I cos (;;:; cos II) d 1I 

1r ( II - ) •• 

.c: 11-12 lor - , , .. " 

for 1l> -1/2. The Bessel functions are normalized so that 
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(67) 

(68) 

(69) 

(70) 

(71) 

(72) 

(73) 

(74) 


